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lntroductAon
In 41 975, the R-10.` American dot,imotr:ic experiment was conducted
on the 1►otimot -78 p art.ifJ oir.l Earth rat oll.ite. A Soviet experiment on
door imotrly and	 of not,mie rodilation was conducted on this
same sa.tullite at th y;rk mcr t lr%(E-^. Nirt cif" the Soviet studies were
conduct ed wi thin the rraviix^,.ro yl: of the - of nt Soviet-French experiment,
tho Bioblock-'(.; , AAnorican. traaldnr, detectors made of cellulose nitrate
CINU V (Wiroshold of recordIngET380 Glineynaya peredacha energii,
linear enorgy tra,ntsfer'a > 80 um°) ` were used for recording the heavy
nucl,oi c,f galactic oosmi e vfldlatJ on; Soviet detector a made of cellulose
..jtr^-^t p YNTs (rPeordin o t;hronhold LET 350 	 200 ov ) and also Soviet
nuclear emulsions of the PR-2 type, thermolumenescent dosimeters
and s ,?ectrometers with S-1 telescope counters were used,
The results ox0 the experiments were discussed ire a symposium
preventing the results of the biological studies on the Kosmos-782
AES held in September 1976 in Moscow. During the consideration of
results of dosimetric studies, a considerable disparity was observed
in the values of fluence of charged particles measured by the Soviet
and American specialists (up to 10 times) . These disparities can
be explained by use of detectors with varying sensitivity, the
absence of joint calibration, different looations for the
detectors and correspondingly, different screening of them, etc.
The results of studies on the ;cosmos-782 AES also sh; ,wed that fluence
of particles depends stropgl.y on the mass of substances surrounding
the detector. For instance, in the K-103 experiment, a relatively
large number of nuclei of Cr-2 11 and Ti,-22 was recorded in comparison
with Fe-26 which, appWrently, is the result of fragmentation of the
Tr 26 nuclei. Therefore, for correct interpretation of the results
of measurements tt is necessary to havequantitative data on thickness
of the substance, equipment, etc. which surround the detectors.
It is nevertheless necessary that a comparatively large mass of
substance and scientific equipment of the satellite are the source
of secondary neutrons. For part of the scientific results obtained
in the Kosmos-782 AES experiment, a joint publication was prepared.
For clarifying questions which arose in the experiments on the
Kosmos-782 AES, a joint Soviet-American K-206 experiment was planned
on radiation dosimetry on the Soviet biosatellite in 1979. The
design of the experiment was judged at sessions of the Soviet-American
working group on space biology and medicine in 1976 in Yerevan and
in 1978 in Leningrad; also it was considered in the working sessions
of Soviet and American specialists. During consideration of the K-206
experiment, the necessity to pay particular attention to the following
was noted:
-- placement of the detectors in a s ingle position if ;possible;
-- unification of methods for treating detectors;
i
-- tho necessity for ground ca3ibration of the detectors on ac-
Poleratorn In the USSR and USA;
	
1
-- study of the fields of neutron radiation within the bio-
s at ell
--conduct of the gamma-th4iukneaa measurement of the biosatellite
relative- to the location of the detector;
the necessity for conducting Investigations on accelerators
in order to stvdy fragmentation of heavy nuclei.
All these recommendations were taken into account when compiling a
plan for the K-206 experiment which was a(icomplisbed in August 1977
on the Kosmos-936 biosatellite.
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ZECTION 1. TNE SOVIET PART OF THE K-2o6 EXPERIMENT.
'inATTGN OY COSMIC RADIATION ON B OARD THEr0%":.'VT'TR1C INIV1111101T
KOSYOS-936 ARS
(14 .1clear "ImIlt,niono, 6ia5 Al onable foils, plastic detectors
A,1. Vikhrov, S.A. Pavhin,, V. Yo. Dudkin, Ye. Ye. Xovalyev,
A.M. Maronnyy, N.A. Nefedov, Yu. V. Potapov
(Institute of Medical and Biolot, -ical Problems of the Ministry of Pub-
lic Health USSR, Moscow)
1. Introduction
The present day titage of mastery of outer space is characterized
by a slgnifl.oant increase in duration of orbital flights and more com-
plexity in the operating programs of the crew who solve a broad circle
of problems of scientific and applied value. This requires a careful
study of different factors which interfere witn completion of the pro-
gram and have an effect on the work capability and health of the crew.
It is necessary to Isolate the radiation danger among these factors;
it increases with an increase in the duration of flight. Therefore,
a careful study of the radiation conditions in the craft, which besides
other things is subject to a different time modulation ,  is an im-
portant and necessary stage in the mastery of near-Earth outer space
using long-term orbital stations.
The study in near-Earth orbits of fluxes of protons, neutrons,
heavy	 charged particles, the value of doses frost 	 components
listed ,  spectra of linear transmission of energy (LET), "cross linking"
of readings of different detectors placed in v single location, uni-
fication of the methods of processing the detectors were part of the
task of the joint Soviet-American K-206 experiment. A comprehensive
ground experiment on calibration of the detectors used with a selection
of different charged particles on accelerators in the USSR and USA
was conducted for the order of preparation and for the check-out methods
The following were introduced Into the composition of the flight
dosimetrIo K-206 container in the Soviet and joint Soviet-American
Section:
-- nuclear photoemulsion (for measuring fluences and spectra of
charged particles);
-- foils from materials fissionableunder the effect of particles
(for measuring fluences of neutrons with different thresholds beginning
with 1 MeV);
-- 
ther',rioluminescent glass (TLC) (for measuring the integral doze);
-- plastic detectors (for measuring fluences and spectra of LET
*Numbers in the Margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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of ho ivy ahtarr (l jrt t^t,ttt^,t'^:)
Tr the .ucc€^r i1r ; f^c ct ort:, ve w ,111.1 present processing methods  and
the re til tr. ooUllrtld for till o#' the detec tors used will be presented.
2. Nuclear Photoemulsi.ons
Nuclear photoamul.si.ons in the K-206 experiment were designed:
-- for measur:inC the fluenoe of charged particles at different
points on the contaniner including points with different p*^otecti.ve
t=hickne u;
-- for ctudyi.ng the spectrum of linear loss of energy of charged
particles in the LCT ts 0.2--80 KeV/um;
-- for evaluating the value of the dose from charged particles
in the indicated LET range.
2.1. Materials
In the experiment, nonbacked relativistic PR-2 photoemulsions were
used for measuring the LET spectrum (density of the grain for the
relativistic single charge particles 20 + 2 grains/100 via, brand G
emulsion); the BR-2 was used for measuring fluxes of charged particles
(density of the grains for relativistic single charge particles 30 + 2
grains/100 um, brand V emulsion) and R-2T-50 type photoemulsion on
a tr acetate base (density of the grains for the relativisit c single
charge particles 30 + 2 grains/100 um, brand A).
The collection of nuclear photoemul.si.ons contained:
G1---G4 -- a T,l.ayer emulsion of the PR--2 type with thickness 215
um and area 5.2 X 3.4 Cm 2 , brand Gl: G5, 06, G7; 02: GB, G9, 010;
G3: G11 1 G12 0 G13; G4: G14 2 G15 0 016;
Vl.--V4 a 3 layer emulsion of the BR-2 type with thickness 400
um and area 5.2 1 X. 3.4 cm 2 brand VI: V5, V6, V7; V2: V8, V9 0 V10;
V3: Vll, V12, V1.3; V4: Vl^ ) V15, V16;
Al--A4 - 4 Layer emulsions of the R-2T-50 type with thickness 	 /9
60 um and area 7.5 X 7.5 cm2 , brand Al: A40--A43; A2: A44--A474
A3: A48--A51; A4: A52--A55.
A5--A6	 a4 la er emulsion of the R-2T-50 type thickness 50 um
and area 6.0 X 6.0 am , brand A5: A57 0 A58, A59, A60; A6: A61, A62,
A63, A64;
Three sets with indices Kra-200, Kr-400, Kr-2000 _" 2 layer emul-
sions of the PR-2 type with thickness 215 vim and area 5.2 X 2.6 cm2,
brand Kr-200: 035, G36; Kr-400: G37, G38; Kr-2000: G39 GO.
All of the sets were wrapped in black paper and sealed in a packet made
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of lavzan 20 um thick, the number of the set was inscribed at one
corner of the packet; on this same corner, the approprl ate indices
of layers of the nuclear photoemulsion making up the set was marked.
2.f. FliBht Experiment
Y	 i
The joint Soviet-American K-206 experiment was completed on. the
Xosmos-936 artificial Earth satellite. The satellite was launched
on August 3, 1977 and was in orbit for 19.5 days. The parameters of
the orbit were: apogee-- 1119 km, perigee--22 1  km, angle of inclination.
of the plane of the orbit to the plane of the equator--62.8 0 , the
period of rotation around Earth--90.7 minutes.
During flight, operative control was carried out of the radiation
conditions according to astrophysical data and also direct control using
radiometers on board the Prognoz satellite. Activity of the Sun was
at an average level.. There were no solar flares in the indicated
period. An overall view of the container with detecting blocks is
given in Fi. ure 1. The assemblies of the nuclear photoemul.sion were
positioned In the following way:
Al--A6 - along the Face of the Soviet block A, then along the
lateral face (orthogonal layers) assemblies Al--A11 (Al is turned to-
ward the ,point; block C, further in order
	
clockwise	 if one	 /11
looks from above), A5 and A6Y	 along the upper and lower faces,
respectively;
	
01--02	 assemblies along the upper and
of the joint block B placed in a row with the
	
03--G11	 assemblies along the upper and
of the joint block B placed in a row with the
Kr-200 and Kr-1100 - assemblies along th+
block A under the assembly A5;
Kr-2000 --assembly along, the lower face
under assembly A6.
lower faces, respectively,
Soviet block A;
lower faces, respectively,
American block A;
upper face of the Soviet
of the Soviet block A
The view from below of the container with marking of the faces
is presented in Figure 2. All of the assemblies of the nuclear emul-
sion before installation on the satellite and after return from orbit
to Earth were kept in a refrigerator at a temperature of +3--50C
before photographing treatment.
2.3. Calibration Experiment
In order to obtain a calibrf,.tion curve before measurement of the
LET spectrum, broad calibration irvadiation was conducted by beams of
accelerated charged particles. The problems of calibration were ir-
radiation of the emulsion layers of a set of particles with different
values of LET for determining the threshold of the phenomenon. A
summary of the calibrated irradiations presented is given in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Overall view of the K-206 container with the
dosimetric assemblies.
All the layers of nuclear emulsions before conducting irradiation and /11
then before the moment of photographic processing are kept in the
refrigerator at a temperature of *3--50C.
2.4. Photographic Treatment of Nuclear Emulsion
The appearance of a relativisite nuclear photoemul.s on of the Vet-2
and F„. 2T-50	 type	 was conducted by the standard method in a.
methol-hydroquinone developer. At the same time, the flight calibration
and control layers were put into a single solution. Development
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Figure 3. Typical marking of a cross section layer of emul-
sion of the PR-2 type with a two-potential development.
Inspection of emulsion was made on MBI-3 and KSM microscopes with 116
total. magnification 900--1350 depending on the degree of load of the
photolayer. As a rule, lerizes with an immersion oil were used.
Measurements were made at 5 different points on the plate in case of
small differences which were always observed in all plates; the path
for the entire length (or width) of the layer was inspected with
fixing of the number of fields of vision and number of tracks (ac-
cording to the surface and volume). The number of fields inspected
varied from 50 to 200 depending on the load of the emulsion, this
resulted in a statistical error no worse than 5% with standard
development.
For a decrease in systematic error, repeated inspections were
made of the plates and also intersecting measurements with differentinspection instruments.
2.6. Results Obtained
The first stage for obtaining experimental results using nuclear
photoemulsions included obtained a calibrated relationship of the
threshold of LET to the potential of development. For obtaining the
value of the LET threshold with each Potent al;measurement was made
or wic, f!%encv of -p !,,vI -icr wtw, { ,."rforont, 1,11,T, Extrapolation of the
z1*1 1C, valuf^ mjvoi. ,, r 1,1 -V vhro0,-'%'.d value Nri' each poten-
rurc to t;howv 'I'Ico reef f.lonshipt; for determining senfiitivity
(if the PP-P typo orulsion iuvz an (h ample according to LET for po-
t ent,j i"I.0 clr ij ove lopmo tit 	 —1756 —380, —190 mV.
Dotea'ln,rvatjol. (it' 'Q& throohold value of LET (scaling on the tis-
oaje) f(, r vacl of (Aw ( valuet, used or the oxidation-reduction potential
riade i f... posniblo to con,"St' I'luot a calibration curve presented in Fig-
ure 5. The largest. error in detorritning LET corresponds to the area
of the plat( au on the curve. In this field, small deviations in de-
tnri,Antng tho ovr L-oxidation-reductio n potential, ORP] can result in
a ulgrlf"oarit orror in determining LI.-T particles. The errors in
Figuro k , include otat-Int.ical error (loss than 5%), error in measuring /19
OVP (less than 2%),, dispersion of the energy spread of calibrated
particles (less than 10%).
Or. the basis or data from Figures 1 1 and 5, one obtained threshold
values of LET for the values of the potentials used. These data are
presented in Table 2,
Table 3 shows the measured planar fluences of charged particles.We will designate the planar fluence, according to [2] as the number
of particles passing through the stationary surface for a unit of
area. These measurements are made on a relativistic photoemulsion of
the BR-2 and R-2 1 1-50 type, Due to the large load of emulsion with
tracking or particles (some emulsions were completely black and
measurements were impossible to make) error in determining the planar
fluence can reaca an order of magnitude and the measured values can
be considered only as low estimates.
Table 4 shows the results of measurement of the planar fluence
and volumetric density of tracks in the PR-2 type emulsion with dif-
ferent thiveshold values of LET. The indicated errors were purely
statistical. Usually it is considered that •,.%diation in cosmic space
is isotropic. The anisotropy of space radiation observed in a number
of measurements usually is riot large and can be ignored for practical
computation of doses and dosimetric measurements. Due to varying
shielding of the internal volume of the satellite, there is interest
I.n measurement of angular distribution of incident radiation within
the satellite. Such measurements were made on the upper and lower
faces of the Joint block B placed in a row with the Soviet block- A.
Figure 6 shows angular distribution of charged particles according to
measurements on the G5, G6 (01, assembly) and G9 (02 assembly) layers.
One should note the high degree of anisotropy for the G1 assembly
in comparison with the 02 assembly.
2.7. Consideration of Results
The studies made and the results obtained make it possible to
evaluate the radiation danger within OL spacecraft,., the contribution
to the dose of particles with varying LET, and to make a comparison
of results by different methods.
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TABLE 2, THRESHOLD VALUES OF LET FOR THE VALUES OF POTENTIALS USED	 /
`'No. if plate,	 Potential of develop,	 Threshold value LIST in 	 ;Equivalent
:w	 Mont, mV	 tho emulsion, MeV/cm	 ;threshold valueLET in the tis.,
suo, MeV/cm
I	 — 240 ± 2 5,5	 0,4 293 + Oo4
2	 --'190 ± 2 12,0+ 0,5 4,6 + 0,5
3	 — 135 ± 2 16,0 1 0,6 6,2 + 0,6
4	 — I80 ± 2 %	 23 1 0	 . 0 0 8 901 + 0,8
5	 — 175 + 2 3300 + 0 0 8
r
13, 5 + 0,6
6	 — 165
r
+ 2 600 ± 20 300 + 20
We note that for measurinj, the fluence of charged particles,
nuclear photoemulsions for flights of this duration are not the best
detectors. The maximum measured fluences in the emulsion do not
exceed 10 5--10 6
 particles/cm 2 (measurement of large fluences is prac-
tically impossible due to the excessive load of the nuclear photo-
emulsion). This contributes to the natural limitation for use of
nuclear photoemulsions with the standard method of development as
detectors for long-term flights.
The use of nuclear photoemul.si.on as the detector for measuring
the LET spectrum is more promising using a method of two-potential
development. In combination with the p lastic detector which makes it /23
possible to measure the LET spectrum with a value > 100 KeV /t,m, this
method makes it possible to obtain the full. LET spectrum of radiation.
The complexity of measurement of the fluence with small values of LET
as a result of large load of emulsion can be avoided by treasuring
the full fluence by another detector, for example, fissionable foils
or a spectrometer. A disadvantage of the method is its great difficulty
and also the necessity for conducting fairly broad graduated irradiation
by beams of particles with different LET values.
On the ba^;is of the LET spectra measured, one can calculate the
absorbed and eq,,iivalent dose in the emulsion and also using transition
ratios, in the ttssue. A calculation of absorbed and equivalent doses
is done according to the relationship:
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TABLE 3. PLANAR PLUENCES OF CHARGED PARTICLES ACCORDING TO MEASURE-
MENTS IN THE BR-2 AND R-2T-50 TYPE EMULSIONS
ocation of the
p'emulsion
Index of ­the
layer
emulsion Planar fluence,
105 part/cm2
'Along the	 AI 	A40, A42 2 j25 taco of
Along the A2 A44, A45 1 97 face of
Along the A3 A48, A49 2 , 08face of
Afuce the A4 A53, A54, A55 2 118
ofAface 	 e A5 A66 A59 2v15
Along the AG A60 2j64 face of
On top of the com-,
bin'ed •block V12 - V 13 60 ,9
Below the combined block	 v 14 7j 0i
'
	 ^
,K C.P	 K
`t v '	
^f - )
K=2
	
Ve - Ye
-9 ^ ^z d1 6 . i0 g'	 Cd x
/23
cp ?'. Ce' (d E	 t	 (Tpr 13
----d K)) . (d"' )H^ e =,^ ^,6 ^0 ve • ^ e ^ De' Q
k=2
Here De and H e
--are the absorbed and equivalent doses in the emulsion,
rad or vem;
^k _ ^k ^k+l__is the mean volumetric density of tracks from the LETv `" v ` v
in the :interval from ( dX) k to (dE)k+1;
1e--the average length of track in the elementary volume of the
emulsion, cm;
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TABLE 4. MEASUREMENTS IN TIME PR-2 TYPE EMULSION WITH DIFFERENT TNRES /1,0
HOLD VALUES OF LET
IT
" Y 	potential of Threshold value Planar fluence, Density of	 Volumetric
emulsion	 development, of LET in tis- cm- 2 	flux, cm- 2 	density of
MV	 suo	 5-1 storad' l tracks in the
emulsion Part.
- 2	 —240•±•2 223 ± 0,4 (2,92+0 120)•	 (1 9 38+0o i)!10	 (7,8+0^t4
.10
.10a
I	
-190+2 4,6	 0,5 (8,73410,6x).	 (4,12j0 ,3),I0"3 (I Oti•^,0.
^10^)*
A
010
;-1 	 -185+2 G,2	 0,0 (7,44+0,45),I04 (3,5+0,5).10"3('^,J9+00,
17
*10-
12 9,1 + O,8  , (2, 52 + 0,25) .	 (I 119.:0,12) .TO~3(3,15.1.0
4
.10
.10i4
T2
' 6,_..	
--175+2 13,5 + 0,8 (2 o N O,G1).	 (9 1 7•H2,J).Y0-5 	(1,104^
i► z-f.2.--	 --165+2 300	 20 (5,1+2,6).102 (2,4+1,2).10_5 (1,2740,2)
.105
dE lc(dx) --is the mean value of LET which determines the k and k+l 	 /23
threshold of development, MeV/cm; Q"(!—E')--is the mean value of the co-
efficient of quality for the two values of LET:	 Ic and k+l; V e :--is the
elementary volume in the emulsion (cylinder with base equal to the
field of vision in the Microscope and height equal to the thickness of
the Layer), cm 3 ; p e--density of the emulsion, g/em 3 ; 1.6 • 10-8--the
transfer coefficient from the absorbed energy to the dose; Apr--fluence
of protons according to measurements with fissionable fail, prot,/cm 2 ;	 /2.4
¢p--the planar fluence of charged particles in the emulsion with a
second potential (LET ? 16.46 KeV/um). The dose in the tissues was
recalculated from the dose in the emulsion starting with the simple
relationship:
Pe	 (13'Drsl ^lC_ l 	 eJ"T S	 ld K /e
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Figure 6. Angular distributions of charged particles
according to measurements in the emulsion.
Figures 7 and 8 show the Integral relationship of the dose in 	 /24
the tissue (according to the G12 plate) and the density of flow of
particles (according to the G12 and G14 plates) from LET radiation.
The total absorbed dose measured along the G12 plate is 433 mrad. With
a calculation of the relationship of the coefficient of quality to
LET, the value of the equivalent dose is 638 millirem (Q = 1.47). This
value of the dose from the charged particles is obtained with the
following assumption:
a) the contribution to the dose from stars formed during inter-
action of incident particles with nuclei of the medium is not considered;
b) the contribution to the dose of particles with small LET was
evaluated according to the measured fluence of the protons using a-
uranium detector (see Section 3). According to this measurement the
fluence of high energy protons is 6.9 v 10 6 Prot/cm2 , which results
in an addition of 298 mrad to the dose.
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Figure 7. Integral relationship of absorbed dose from linear loss of
energy in the tissue.
c) the contribution to the dose from neutrons of retarded and 	 /224
gamma radiation and electrons is not considered.
The contribution to the absorbed dose of stars can be evaluated
according to measurements made by Schaefer during the joint Apollo-
Soyuz flight [3]. During the 8-day mission, this contribution was
7.8 mrad or 45 millirem. Taking into account the fact that the Apollo-
Soyuz flight and the Kosmos-936 flight occurred in orbits with fairly
close parameters, one can mace a correction for the contribution of
stars to the dose due to the varying duration of the flight (9 and 19.5
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Figure 8. Integral density of the flux of charged
particles in relation to linear Lines of energy in
tissue.
1--G14 plate, K-206 experiment
2,--012 plate, K-206 experiment
3--KoSmos-782 AES, spectrometer
4---Kosmos-782 AES, emulsion [8]
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fla'm	 *). Then, thitn rMoumer., n ecintribution to the dose
from utt.rs ror thw Yoncior-910 flight, in 17 mrad or 96 millirem. Taking
t11111 Cr rj4
	
.rilutlon to the clone into neoc.unt. measured usin emulsions
	
/27
arid calci.,latinr, for tinLiuo, It amounts to 1150 mrad or 73f, millirem
K a 1.6P). Tf^e values or doses obtainod ran be compared with values
nien,nured	 "A'141` and TLD established at the same points. The values
mcanured of doses in the TLS by volume 1.3 X 1.3 X 0.4 Cm3 amounts
In sealing on the tisaue to 680 + 1,10 and 570 + 60 mrad (above and
tolow, rospnot,Jvely). Accordinr7to the measurements In the TLD, the
absorbed dv:o In 4411 + 38 and 62.3 + .57 mrad [4].
Amerlean specialists In the
In the Y-2 typo nuclear emulsion
than 10 MoV ( dE t s —, 4.5 KeV/pm).U
measurement P'6ints are 11 11.2 mrad or 130.2 millirem (Q - 2.95) and49.6 mrad or ' 145.9 millirem (Q - 12.95) [4]. According to our measure-
ments in the emulsion the dose from the particles with LET	 4.5t
KeV/pm in 49.3 mrad or 243 millirem (Q w 4.9). The question as to
how noticeable the disparity is in values of the coefficient of
quality and, correspondingly, in the shape of the spectrum of par-
ticles with LET above 4.6 KeV/pm, requires fu:'t-ther consideration.
The analysis of results of emulsion measurements made In the K-206
experiment Indicates
-- the necessity for further unification of all detectors used,
the conduct of simultaneous calibration irradiations of different
detectors on beams of ionizing particles;
-- the necessity for conduoting a detailed, comparison of the
LET spectra according to measurements In nuclear emulsion and with
the S-1 spectrometer;
-- the necessity for increasing the number or potentials of
development for obtaining the LET spectrum with more frequent de-
composition particularly in the field above 10 KeV/pm;
-- the necessuty for measuring the characterisites of radiation /28
incident on the spacecraft;
-_ the necessity for measuring fluences and spectra of LET
for different protective layers,
-- the necessity for making the appropriate calculations ac-
cording to passage of cosinic radiation through the protective space.
craft taking Into account the experimentally measured spread of the
mass.
3. Fisrionable Foils
FIssionable foils under the effect of the neutronsof the materials
are designed for measuring the fluence of neutrons with different
K-206 experiment also measured doses
from protons with an eneRgy of less
The values or the doses for two
18
t>ttrc shc.l f; tke[ 1 tjn4nr, w;i-th * 1 I* r'* ;:nit aisr> for evaluating the fluence
of prot.nnc with ac: onergy rbir,'vu 11' McV.
and Methods for Proc,^ssi
Fio. Jonably foul.; wort, uved in the experiment mach of Bi-209(thickness * 0. 3 mr,/cm, and w 1 t;/cm 2 ), U-238 (thickness * I mg/OM2
and ?, ^' ;/cn^	 tip-t'37 0-hicknet$s ; 0.0 mt /cm ) . Recording of the
franntor,tn or division due to the effect of neutrons (and protons)
,as accrripllshod by	 glass (blarnuth and uranium fo Is) and mica
zieptut :'.um foils)
	
The sots of these dosimeters were placed on the
upper and lower faces of the Soviet A block. All of the toile before
and after completion of the flight were kept separate from the de-
tector (glass, mica). On September 15 0 1977, chemical processing of
the flight and control, detectors was completed. Theprocessing method
was standard. The graces of fragments of separation which appear after
treatment with fluoric acid on the glans are counted using a micro-
scope with a magnification of 300.
Calculations of the fl.uen ces of neut=rons were made according
to the well known relat ionship:
,. JK * 
Nu s
where ^-- Is the fluence of neutrons, neut 'on/cmz,
J--the number of fragments of division recorded, cm-2;
K--the effectiveness of recording the fragments of division
for glass K = 0. 42;
No--the number of nuclei of the divided substances of the tar-
get, nuc/cm2;
cf--cross section of division of the nuclei by neutrons.
We note that the cross section of division under the effect of
neutrons has a threshold character. Figure 9 shows a cross section of
division by neutrons of different energies [B].
The reactions of separation also occur under the effect of pro-
tons (method of calculating fl.uenees of protons is completely similar).
In a case of mixed irradiation (as in our case) it is difficult tb
isolate the recorded fragments caused separately by neutrons. For
this division it is necessary to know the shape of the energy spectrum
of neutrons and proton.R and also the full fluonce of protons. Such
data can be obtained by a twofold method. Firstly, usin g data on
the shape of the spectrum and full fluence of protons with an energy
greater than 17 MeV (LET ts < 3 KeV/Pm) obtained using the S-1
spectrometer, it was established separately from the K-206 container
as a rule. This circumstance can lead to difficulty in evaluating
error as a result of different shields of the spectrometer and fis-
sionable foils. Such work at the present time has not yet been com-
pleted. The shape of the spectrums of neutrons can be used according
/29
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Secondly $ division can occur on the basis of well known rela-
tionships from another fl ht. For purposes or unambiguity (also
like American specialists 1 3) we will use the relationship on fluence
or neutrons and protons obtained onthe Skylab [63, According to the
data, 2 11% of the recorded fragments are caused by neutrons.
Figure 9. Cross section of division of U-238 by neutrons of
different energies.
3.2. Results Obtained and Their Consideration
In the measurements made, the number of recorded fragments for
I CM 2 is; on the Bi and Np foils--at the background level; on the
U foil with thickness 1 mg/cm 2_18 frag/cm 2 and thickness 5 g/cm2_-
154 frag/cm 2 . Taking into account the number of nuclei which par-
t1elpate in the recorded reactions, the fluences , of particles which
cause such density in the recorded fluxes, amount to, respectively,
1.7 . 1 0 7 and 1.2 - 10 7 part/cm 2 . Taking into consideration the con-
tribution of the neutron components (24%), the fluenees of neutrons
with energy greater than I MeV amount to 4.1 • 10 6 and 260 • 106
neu,t/cm2 . The corresponding measurements by our American colleagues
give a value to the fluence of neutrons (E > lMeV) 2.1. • 10 6 neut/CM2
/U0
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1 ^11 , art #	 av:it^w ►nt. lo,zow a ragnitude PO. The agreement off"tho
t^ *0	 1	 J'IV IE ^V' 	 .t (orpletc' o"	 Ir ft,,o s nry. An evaluation or the
opeeiriv do:.c	 equivalent f. # ) Iht%
 dotic frost neutrons gives the
vnluc oll' 1 11 0 mil lheirs which arroee wt, 11 with the evaluation of
the Am ►rinar npeeialls•s or 1' 1^ mill1rom r43.
The cvalnatlen prervintt-d r ,:" the fluc=e of protons (Er ^ 17 KeV)
w10 a calculat, -toil of a X  contribution of neutrons gives the value
or (tal"nr, Into account. the diffrreneo in value of the cross section
Y_of div.a lkor, for protonis and ncut tons) 7,9 - 106 and 5.9 • 10 6 Prot/cm2.
experimentr., one can continue measurements of rluences
of nou l 
'
r Fin t." havinr river, attention, both to the expansion of the range
of reccurded energy of neutrons (right up to thermal) and the increase
in proo!.Zion In the field of energy study (higher than I MeV).
Dielectric Tracking Detectors
Measurements of fluenoes and spectra of heavy particles of cosmic
radiation were made by our group during recent years on a number of
space objects C4, 9-121. These Works showed that polymer dielectric
tracking detectors are very effective for this typo of study thanks
to their Incensitivity to background radiation (electrons, protons,
photons), tissue equivalency, and long retention of inCoi,mation.
Interest In this study is due to the capability of heavy partleles
to inactivate cells of the organism of man and other biological sub-jects and, in particular, the unique regenerating structures. The
latter circumstance can be considered when planning long-term space
flight only when there is broad physical data on this type of particle
in outer space.
The dielectric tracking detectors in tbd K-206 experiment are
designed for solving the following problems:
-- measurement of the flue _..,e of heavy charged particles at dif-
ferent points on the satellite;
-- the study of attenuation of the fluence by different layers
of the shield;
-- obtaining charged and energy spectra of heavy changged par-
ticles where the container is installed. A method is presented below
as well as results and consideration of the data obtained.
1 .1. Materials
In the experiment, nitrocellulose detectors were used (Kodak-Pathe
and KNTs), polyearbonate (Lexan, Macrofol) and la ysan. The detectors
Were Combined in several assemblies and blocks located at different
points in the container and the satellite.
The 75+--12F assemblies contained two layers of nitrocellulose
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(Kodukt	 ^"L•oxuri) detectors wa:th dimensi ons 4.5 X 6.0
em. The layer.; Ps marked A. B, 0, D and A and B are pol.,yearbonat;es .
All of	 tw—uembl.iez worrF scrtl,ed in packets with black polyethylene.
The A and S blocks conta.in6d, r, especti.vely $ 148 and 406 de-
t,i c;1:;.n : ;iayors a;:.rcr.blr:d in a& InP;le aligning coordinate system.
the oyat r of alternating lays rs in the blocks is presented in Fig-
tires 10 rind 11.
KNTs, 32 layers
,w
r
	
G.. _ _......	 w 1
t------- --
l
	
t
C
^	 ^
Macrofol, 60 um, 3 layers
KNTs, S layers
Macrofol, 60 um, 3 layers
KNTs, 4 layers
Macrofol (200 um) + Laysan (80 um), 3 + 2
KNTs, 3 layers
Macrofol (200 um) + Laysan (80 um), 3 + 2
KNTs, 3 layers
Macrofol (200 Um) + Laysan (80 Um), 3 + 2
KNTs, 3 layers
Macrofol (200 tim) + Laysan (80 Um), 3 + 2
KNTs, 4 layers
Macrofol, 60 Um, 4 layers
KNTs, 3 layers
Laysan, 80 um, 10 layers
KNTs, 3 layers
Laysan, 80 pm, 10 layers
KNTs, 4 layers
Macrofol, 60 Pm, 10 layers
KNTs, 24 layers
Figure 10, Diagram of block: A (USSR)
Besides the assemblies described, several others were used made
up of three layers of KNTs which were placed at different points in
the satellite.
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16 01*sQv, Jim) lot layers
layersWun	 190 ^Ij) 200
Ws	 wo 11,) . 6 LI. -layers
Lexan	 19(D '0 M) 20c) layers
►NTsC,~ JO 0 tlN4) 10 .layers
Vigure 11. Diagram of the 13 block (USSR)
11.2. Flight Experiments
In the flight  experiment the A, B O C blocks were placed in a
single container (Figure 1) in such a way that the plane of the de-
tector was turned toward the cover. Numbering of the layers goes
from top to bottoti.
The 7F--12F assemblies are placed along the faces of the joint
block in the following way:
7F and 9F -- on the "top" and "bottom" faces,
8F, 12F, 19P, 11F -- counterclockwise around the face of the block
with tile 8F found on the face turned 'toward the American B block.
Three layer assemblies: the D port of the exterior 0-1 instrument
and the E.,
 container on the external surface of the satellite.
All of the assemblies and blocks of dielectric tracking detectors
before installation in the satellite and after return to the laboratory
before etching were kept in a refrigerator.
4.3. Calibration Experiment
The problems of the calibration experiment are measurement of
the threshold, of recording of detectors and obtaining calibrated points
on the calculated curve of the Dependence of maximum 	 etched
length of the track from the charge of the particle. For this purpose,
the samples of detectors from different batches of material were ir-
radiated on different units with a set of heavy ions of varying energies.
The data on the irradiations made are presented in Table 5. All of
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the detectors Wore Irradiation were storc-d In a dark cooled room and
after irradiation before etching—In a refrigerator,
o il. Chemical Processing of the Dielectria Trackin ►t Detectors
After return of the flight blocks to tho laboratory they were dis-
mantled and the detectors were subjected to chemical treatment—etch-ing.
EtchIng of the detectors was carried out in an aqueous solution
of Na011. For KNTs and Kodak-Pathe cellulose nitrate, the parameters
of the process were ., respectively, the following; concentration 6N
and 2.5N; temperature r)0 O 0 and 110 0 0; duration-7 and 10 hours.
Flight, calibration and control nonirradiated layers were immersed in
a single solution simultaneously, Because the KNTs detector blocks
Irradiated In Berkeley were absent when processing was begun of
flight detectors, their etching was carried out later in the same
solution. The	 nature of the solution was controlled in
concentration of products of etching, density, pH index and titration.
The thickness of the detectors after etching was 700 j ► m (KNTs)
and 90 Inn (1V'odak-Pattie).
The surface of the KNTs detectors after etching beoamo diffusely
matte which made subsequent examination difficult. Due to this ., the
avrface of the detectors of this type was treated w1th a colored solu-
tion of polyvinyw acetate (PVA) which, after drying, forms a thin
transparent film.
4.5. Method of Inspection of Dielectric Tracking, Detectors
The Kodalt-Pathe detectors from the 7P--12F assemblies were used
for measuring planar fluence of charged particles, that is, the num-
ber of particles which pass through a stationary surface per area
unit [2]. The procedure amounted to counting the number of tracks
in two stages: first the tracks located on the 1.1^5 am bandwidth along
the length of the side of the detector; then a count was made of the
entire area of the detector. At the same time, measurements were made
of geometric characteristics of tracks, whose data are necessary for
obtalning the LET spectra. The process of scanning and measurement
was carried out on the MPE-1 microscopes with a volumetric magnifi-
cation of '30OX--60OX. The statistics of observation provided a pre-
cision no worse than 11%.
The measurements of fluence of particles inthe KNTs detectors
ewer made using the MBS-2 stereomiorosoopes with a magnification of
32X--80X. The KNTs detectors introduced into the A block were designed
for moasuring charged spectra of heavy nUClLhJ for the maximum length
of the track. A multilayer method, was used for speeding of scanning,
that is ,  etched and coated detectors were first made up into a set of
5--6 layers assembled for the same coordinatc system as during exposure.
In the scanning process, the coordinates were fixed at the beginning,
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TABLE 5. CALIBRATEDIRRADIATION
 OF DIELECTRIC TRACKING DETECTORS
	 I
No"	
`Typo of	 Energy, Type of Angle -,Location of
,particles	 :hieWrbucleon detector irradiation
04 ..., particles	 0, 5-I,3 KNTs , 45° IMBP
BxI	 2 - 6 KNTs -- Igo LNR JINRI
510
0T2	 3, 7 - 9 1 I Mrs 30oKo ct a l
i
i
• 2 9 4 	 ",I
3,25
0,25-3,75
Ne-20
^ fie 22!v
40
s^
I-e.Ka n
Laysan
KNTs
Laysan
KNTs
Laysan
ti
I^Ts
Laysan
30o
1000300
450 60o,
goo
200 1 450
900
0	 0
7	 C x I, 7-6, 0 Laysan 20 , 45 —	 ..
3 ,,p`7, 0	 IJ9 Mrsembl
0
30060 J5 gexWey, USA(as se y)
98 Laysan 450 — 
(assembly
9	 Fe-
5-6
509 Kars 450 ..	
i^
(assembly)
IN Laysan X50 ^r(assembly)
1
[Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, Joint Institute of Nuclear Research].
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I oftt., • of Jnter.,t vtion of the tracks of the surface of the assem-
I-ly	 A , the n^nmo ! -'n o, I'Jio abaraoterAstIc points of the track and
(11rVaLlf"', of inei"u n or tim, vart-iolci-, were AndJoated (in those cases
where  tondoncy for o-hange in tha, length of the cones along the track
made	 t, h ft s	 pos.-lible. Then, "cross linking" of the tracks was
out, ealou.lalod tInking into oontlideration the etched layer of
tile lonpth of' the visible part cf tho track and the run of the particles
from the face or the block to the stopping point.
Treatment of the blocko. or KNTs debeetors irradiated in Berkeley
was done using a sotriautomatic coordinate meter, the Ascorecord. For
thifl, purpose, bandwidths of 1.5 mm were selected on the detectors
calculating, that In the nequentla2 layers they lay alone; the direction
of mot l en of the particlv; during irradiation and the coordinates of
the points of input or output of all tracks were measured within limits
of ' the band selected. Then this information retained on perforated tape
was
	 fe ed to a BVVI [elokrronnaya vychislitel l naya mashina, electronic
computer] for joining of the traolcs.
1 .6. Results Obtained	 /3-9
Obtaining the threshold of recording and the relationship of the
maximum etched length R max of the tracks of particles from their charge
Z for detectors on the KNTs base was of significant importance for
interpretation of the results of the flight experiment. In the first
stage ., according to the results of irradiation of-alpha-particles and
ions of boron (E < 9 PleWnue) and carbon (E < UO MeV/nuo) the following
threshold value was obtained LET 3.00 23. 196 + 7 KeV/pni nt.	 These data
were used for constructin g ' the curve of R	 (Z) (Figure 12, curve 1).Max
Further, after treatment of the blocks irradiated with ions of argon
(:E = 199 MeV/nuc) and iron (E = 509 MeV/nuc) calibrated points were
obtained foxthe section of the relationship in the region of large
charges. However, these points correspond to a higher threshold of
recording of LET 100 , 250 KeVom.
The relationship calculated for this threshold value Is presented
in Figure 12 (curve 2).
The valuesof fluence mea5ured)obtained using a system of orthogo-
nal detectors placed on the face of the joint block Care presented
in Table 6.
In the first column of the Table the detector number is given and
in the second the number of tracks found for 27 am t of detector area,
in tbo third column is the fluence of particles. One should note that
the data are only for particles with a charge of Z > 3 whose tracks
pass through both layers of nitrocellulose detectors, that is, longerthan 180 jim. The values of fluence are presented without correction.
The errors noted are purely statistical.
Moreover, the planar fluence of particles is measured with LET 100
2 5 0 KeV/pm using the KNTs detectors placed at different points on the
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TABLE 6. MEASURED PLANAR PLUENCE OF HEAVY NUCLEI
Detector	 Number of
	
Fluence, cNr,2
	
number	 :	 tracks
	
7 F	 864	 32,0 ± I,1
	
8 F	 532	 10,7 0,9
	
9 F	 589	 21,8 ± 0,9
	
10 F	 338	 12,5 + 0,7
	
1I F	 464	 17,2 ± 0,0
	
12 F	 '	 756	 28,0 + 1,0
satellite. The results are presented in Table 7.
TABLE 7. PLANAR FLUENrE OF PARTICLES WITH LET1000 >_250 KeV/Um
	
Location for	 installing the	 Number of tracks	 Planar.fluence,
detactor	 am-2
Block A, pop 788 7,9 ± 0,3(face A-5)
Block A, bottom 259 2160 + 0,15
(face A-6)
Bioblock container 2,5 -- 6,2
For protection = 2G/cm2 I00
t
10,0 ± 1,0
 
outer surface of the 737 14,2 ± 096
satellite
1
The data apply to particles with Z > 7 and length of the track more
than	 200 um.
Al
/39
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Statistical error is always given.
Figure 13 shows the charge distribution of particles whose tracks
were measured in the "upper" section (thickness about 4.3 9/Cm 2 ) of thejoint block A. 1203 tracks were observed in all; however, the histo-
gram is presented for only 853 tracks which satisify the criborion
of sampling--the beginning and end of the track is within limits of
the layer scanned. Identification was made in anoordance with curve 2(Figure 12).
4.7. Consideration of Results
One of the t;iost important results obtained is data on calibration
of the KNTs detector Irradiated In Berkeley with high energy ions of
argon andiron; it follows from this that the threshold of recording
with high energy particles is greater by approximately 20% than that
obtained earlier on beams of ions with low onergy. This result can be
explained by the high transfer of energy from the zone of formation
of the tracksby 6-electrons which is charact ►ristics for ionization
of heavy high energy particles. If ., in the process of further treat-
ment of the blocks irradiated it: Berkeley this result is confirmed
with good statistical precision then, obviously, it will be necessary
to make a new calculation on the relationship of the maximum etched
length of the track to the charge of the particle based on a model
of a radial distribution of absorption of energy 113, 141.
Table 6 shows data on the fluences of particles with a charge
Z > 3 and LET350 >80 KeV/Pm, incident on different faces of block C.
A comparison of data between them indicates significant anisotropy of
the flux of particles in the area where the detectors are mounted.
However, quantitative conclusions can be drawn after introducing a
correction for the critical angles of the tracks of the particles
with different values of LET 350 and consideration of distribution of
mass of the constriietion materials relative to the point of measure-
ment. This becomes possible after completion of calculation for the
LET 350 spectra according to readings of these same detectors. A
comparison of the values of fluence of particles with LET 1000 > 250
KeV/ijm (Table 7). One did not detect significant divergencies from
the results of similar measurements on the Kosmos-690, 872 AES [10-12).
The charge distribution of particles presented in Figure 13 is
not conclusive. Treatment of the A block continues. After dis-
covering the length of all tracks which satisfy the: 	 for
sampling given above, the appropriate charges and energies of particles
for them at the input of the block and the run of the particles in
the block will be calculated. Then ., the particles will be classified
according to charge and energy distributions of the particles recorded
will be construated ,; These Intermediate results will be transformed
into a family of charge-energy spectra and the ratio of representation
capability of heavy rarticles within the satellite (in identical
energy range) using a method which we developed taking Into account
the effectiveness and recording of a section with different charges
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and energies in a. block with the prescribed geometry (A.M. Marennyy,
S.A. Dashin, unpublished data).
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CHAPTER 2. DOSIMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS WITH A TELESCOPE OF COUNTERS
AND TLS DOSIMETERS
V.V. Markelov, Yu. A. Akarov, S.S. Kozlova, V.N. Brykoin
(Institute or Medical and Biological Problems of the Ministry or Pub-
lit Health USSR, Moscow)
1. Formulation and Method of the Experlment
One of the sections 
of 
the K-206 experiment was conduct of dosi-
metric studies with a tolescope of counters and TLS dosimeters.
The purpose of our experiment was;
1. Measurement of Integral doses for flight.
2. Study of the changes of power or doses according to the turns
of flight.
3. Study of the contribution to dose of protons or the Brazilian
Magnetic anomaly.
4. Measurement, of particle fluxes.
5. Study of the LET-spectra.
A silicon surface-barrier continuous detector with thickness 500
pm, and area I CM2 was used as the telescope of counters for S-1 instru-
ment. In order to separate the direction of incoming particles close
to normal incidence it was switched on in agreement with the second
detector. The amplitude of the signal at the output of the semicon-
ductor detector was proportional to the value of energy absorbed in
it in the broad LET range,
The range of measured values of LET amounts -to 2­1000 MeV
am
tissue/am. When measuring the power of doses, only a continuous
detector was used whose amplitude of pulses was totalled by the
electronic system. Information on the density of particle flux was
also taken from this detector.
Two 6-1 instruments with telescopes of counters were used in the
experiment; they were mounted inside and outside the satellite in
combination with the TLS dosimeters. The TLS dosimeters had dimen-
sions of 14 X 14 X 4 mm.
2. Results of Measurement
The integral dose for flight in the area where the internal 5-1
Instrument was set up, according to the readings of the TLS dosimetera,
amounted to 520 mrad. The same dosimet ers were mounted on the exterior
surface of the satellite showed a dose of 20 cads in flight.
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The curves of change of power of doses and density of fluxes of
particles within and outside the satellite along the turns of tha
flight are presented in Figures I II and 15.
Figure 111. Change in flux of charged particles on the surface of
the satellite for 1 turn.
In Figure I
II
 
one can note three areas--the area close to the equator /49,
where,due to maximum screening effect; of the magnetosphere,the power
of the dose is on the order of 0.2 mr/hr; the field of northern and
southern latitudes where the power of the dose is increased to 1.5 mr/hr
due to less cutting off' of the magnetosphere of Earth by GCR (GKI Cga-.
lakticheskoye kosmicheskoye izlucheniya, galactic cosmic radiation, GCRI)
particles and the field of the Brazilian magnetic anomaly where power
can reach a value of 200 mrad/hr. This peak is apparent on the section
of turns passing through this zone. The average daily dose without
the contribution of the Brazilian anomaly is 10 mrad/24 hr with a flux
of particles of 1 part)/cmz I s. With average daily total. dose 25 mrad/
24 hr, it follows that the contribution of the dose of protons of the
Brazilian anomaly is a value on the order of 601 for a given orbit of
the satellite.
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Figure 15. Change in power of the dose within the satellite for
1. turn.
From FigiAre 15 it is apparent that in the northern and southern /49
latitudes on the exterior surface of the satellite one observes large
surges of density of particle flux exceeding 10 4 part/cm2 • s. This can
be explained by passage of the satellite through a branch of the ex-
ternal electron band of Earth.
The large value of the recorded dose of 20 rads also confirms the
presence of high intensity of radiation on the exterior surface. The
absence of rises in power of the dose within the satellite in the
period of these surges gives evidence of the low penetrating capability
of this radiation.
In Figure 16 there are integral LET-spectra of GCR presented ob-
tained by telescopes of counters within and outside the satellites.
Here, for comparison, we present the LET spectra calculated and ob-
tained by the American scientists on the Kosmos -872 AES.
The factor of quality calculated from the LET-spectra obtained
on the Kosmos-936 gives a value of 1.4 inside the satellite and 2.5
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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N
of (lata or Lhe oxrorindlit on tile KOSMOS-936
will be continued.
/I1Pv
01,144 , tissue
I
Figure 16. Integral flow spectra of LET
1--insJ.de
2--outside
3--calculated
4--measurements on the Kosmos-782 made by Benton
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0PAPTF11	 0V THE, CO4BVIOS-936 BIOLOOICAL
N.N. Rap1n, V.A. Sakovich, V.M. Sakharov
(11111t,fl 'ute'O of moklioal and Viological Problems of the Ministry of Pub-
lic Health	 Moscow)
Disv.'.'ribution or thieknorin of the material for the dosimeter 	 /5k
eontainor	 loettod "O n the X-P06 experiment on the Kosill.os-936 AES
wat,4, carried out by a method of gamma-illumination using a special
11111t, 1 notorluirlation of 1I.Le thickness Is based 
on 
a. comparison of the
intent; ity of ran imka Vadtation of the point source of oesium-137 which
passes through the,
 equipment with intensity and without it. The orin-
ciple or operation of the assembly involves a precise point within the
apparatus Where the isotropic gamma source Ir, placed and unscattered
radiation which. passes through the equipment Is recorded by a col-
limated scintillating BDE02-23 detector which moves outside the
apparatus by a coordinate system along the spherical surface from the
center to the prescribed point.
Operation of the assembly Involves period meastirement of the
number of pulses recorded by the detector In the photon unit for a
fixed time A •c with continuous movement of the detector along the
azimuthal angle ^ (within the prescribed limits form + 1 to^ 2 ). The
periodicity of single measurements was prescribed in such a way that
for the time Interval At between ► easurements	 C., the d etector moves at all
angular dimension of the collimator A^, relative to the numbered axis
At >> A-r. Upon achieving ^, or $ 2 With the detector, the measurements
are continued and the detector is shifted on the numbered angle at
an angular dimension of the collimator A0, after which the measure-
ment cycle is repeated. So that the results of the measurements will
resister sections of the 6urfa,ce lying next to each other and hold
together different solid angles relative to a prescribed point
Ato = A+ O AO ., where A+ 0
 - A+/O - 900 , an automatic change in the value
of Ac was made in the assembly according to the principle A+ = A^/SinO
which actually is realized in the change of the Interval between single
measurements.
Distribution of the number of single measurements of the number
of pulses obtained in the frequency analyzer Was converted to dis-
tribution of solid angles for the thickness of the material, on the
basis or graduations of the detector using standard thickness samples
made of aluminum.
/55 1
Error in measurement of distribution of thickness involves the
following, faetors: statistical error of single measurements; error
involving recording of radiation scattered at small. 	 of sections
of surface noighboring the section considered; error An the span and
intorvals between the sections considered and finally ,  the error caused
by nonuniformity of thickness within *.Limits of the section considered.
Statistical error of a single measurement is defined as activity
of the source and duration of the measurements. The total duration of
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an atirlo tin	 pvorort,lonal to Ato- 2 and amounts
1	 0 ). 'a'. lei l ovt fore, t,10 ) tht , 	of' -1,be tk;pherieal surface of
the uniU It	 III	 the value act,
	
0.7 • .10" sterad, activity of the
o	 ^jO mj,-,-k,,qu1v • Pa and when tho oondition At >> A  a 0.7 s
is obnerved, ntatistleal orror of a sinrlo measurement for effective
11	
_,A amounts t^m 2 mouno	 With an ,increase in thickness,
this error inar paseti proportionally to, exp(ud,ff/,).
The oontribution of radiation scattered by sections neighboring
that considored, for the selected dimension of the collimator and
t1Jsci ,1ni.4 n,,1tion of pulmi from tho detect-or At a minimum to the left
of tho	 cin roach I it" . For docreasins errox ► Involved with
thl:i erfcot, tbo relationsh-4.) of tho frequency of pulses to the
oallbratu,d	 for thicicne-ss obtained with a scattered layer
of 5g/cm Al In used as the graduation so that with minimum thickness
I g/cm 2 one has an error +0 . , )5 S/0,112 in a range of thicknesses
1-10 S/cm2.	
Distribution of thickness of the material of the biosatellite
relative to placement of the dosimetric container was measured
within a range of csolid bodies prosonted in the Tables. The geo-
metry of measurements relative to the container is presented in
Figure 17.	 Distribution of solid angles According to thickness in
g/cm2AI is presented in Tables 8- 10.
The span and intervals between the sections considered amount
to o 6% for the unit used; however, in practice this does not cause
distortion of distribution.
As a whole ., the error in measurement of a single thickness amounts
to +0.3 g/cm 2
 with a thickness of 1 g/cm 2
 and +0.5 g/cni 2 ,. wtLtb thick-
no o 6 t o 10 g/cm
TAB14E 8. DISTRIBUTION OF THICKNESS RELATIVE TO THE FACES OF THE X-206
,Pace No,
1	 90	 90	 805
2	 90	 180	 1190W
3	 90	 270	 22j0
4	 90	 055,0
180	 20pO
0	 0,0
/"7
Face I is perpendicular to the cover of the hatch.
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DISTRIBUTION OP SOLID ANar,RS ACCORDING TO TI
K—PO A RELATIVE TO FACF I
TABLE q,
0	 W sterad	
/^7
	
+40 0-360	 5	 1957
'(,0+140	 0-360
	
5-60	 8^7i
'0-160	 0-360	 20	 2128
a. . ", ... .............. ,
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TABLE 10. DISTRTBUTION OF SOLID ANGLES AM"ORDING TO THICKNESS IN A	 /_58
rl A N 0 R,
400
	1400	 0	 < 3600
No. : ^ 8/CM2 	 g/ct42
	
AW sterad	 No. .
; A (j) sterad
5 0 0-5 0 5 0,073 19. 16 9 247 p 3 0s145
5 v 5-6,0 0J43 20. 17 0 3-18 0 3 OjI46
3. 6,0-6 t 5 00187 21. 18 9 3-19 9 4 OjI58
6,5-7,0 0,279 22. I9 t 4-20 t o'- OtI49
7 j 0-7 p 5 0s387 23. 20 t 5-2I 9 6 0pI56
7 1 5-8 p 0 0 , 3817
 24. 21 j 6-22 t 7 0o1;87
7. 8 1 0-88 6 , 0P370 26. 22,7-24,3 0j221
o s 8,6-9 0 2 0p337 26. 24,3 25,9 Ot256
9. 9 j 2-9 t 8 0j286 27, 25 t 9-27 1 5 0,284
10. 9 9 8-10 t 4 0p266 28. 27 o 5-29 t 7 0 , 31:9 
Il. I0 v 4-1I o 0 0, 253  o2; 9 . A'o;'5' 9 j 7 -432 0 li " r's ON00 r0	 t,
12. 1lo0-11 0 6 0,228 30. *12 9 4-35 v I 0, 3353 
13. 1.L,6-12,2 OJ90 K. 35 9 I-37 t 8 0,317
14. x2,2-13 t O 0jl67 `,32. 37 1 8-4I l 9 0t323
'15. 13 0 0-13 0 8 OpI57 33. 41 o 9-45 r 9 0,360
16. 13 9 8-14j6 0V168 34. 45 1 9-52 9 6 otsso
17. I4j6—I5 j 4 0P169 035, 52 t 6-60 t 8 0, 40I
IS. T5, 4-16,2 0,156 06. 60 0j070
7- =8,'710
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;F""i IOV 11. THE AMERICAN FART O THE XOSMOS-206 EXPERIMENT.
1'08T'V1•'"PRT( 1 STIJVxT S OP SPAM VADTA mTOM rY BO ARD THE KQSMO&936 AES
I .V 3enton, R. YAss j A. Prp nk, R.P. lonke, D.D. Peterson
Oula j oe tet'd to 1-110 effect of a complex
zoo n' , E^	 ' i 'pn! ,;..:,` 1 ;I1.' ludoo read l ltlor	 Thy? latter  presents1	 ll^: ,t, 11=	 (,
:, Jv!; v, n Yo l ; v i 1pr ,n`: ,.I10Ill; wI1 1 o 1a orin b reak down the 11o'I: m;al
 
p1Yys:to-
1; 710%1
	
,,,.,'t1:+.4c';' "1114 t'.f t ffore wA l h thoir naturall ope ration. Tho
i,onc' 41 !nW'yn! in tilt' Woot', of tho 1paoo on lronmt nt has ineroaat d
duo to the t.'xpaIlt,}lon of studios  of man In €>11t or at.^rloo and has resulted
In tho 1^^xp an. ion of all 1^c^ ;z1. blo studios on Earth and In space. Theses tudies have bro"ght un Valuable Information on the eftoot o f space
f t' r man and other organ is , Partof those studies Were bt?g"n on the
lnitiat ive of the USSR In 1974 an joint; 4iovl,ot:.-AI?'Ior=l.oan t'.1'f 1 E?rlIllont s
on bio atollite . The 
T
t^ (-1 rst° } ^^^oint-. ox1y^eri.tl {ontry, was t^ {^:^^ 1.(^ +d1 ueted a^t;( tth
e
 en
of 1975 on K4^kTll on- (8 AE8.	 .Pots w ag directedd ate '^ t^f. d y' :4 . A#g th e ef fect of
t1to .lght, I.004ll osn on c.It.,I, .t't'renta pllyl;t.t?looIt`al faun txlone of allilil,1ls and
plants and also on moaatlromont, of physical parameto ps of particle, 011
largo 4'harpoo ofl'norgy, that :Is, OCR [C: alaot io cosmic radiation] nu-
010 1 .
`S'ho joint= Soviot-A111t'rloa n eypovlmont X--206 on do:+imetry or spac e
radiation  en board
 the I^t"^smo - 9 6 fl1!S was mainly c't"1lltuct ed t o det or-
mine tho Physical parameters or different components, of radiation In
WOO. It Included a oompavison of t'e ul.ts obtained by the American
and ,.3oviot solontiots In (1rdov to l'l:1vify the lnintt'll:I.j';iblo diVt,`v--
goney of results obtained on the Koymek -78? AES can the fluenue of
heavy oha,vgod partic les, The oxpor'imont. also included ground tali.-
1.^r t od st 11<1.t os . tact a moas"romont of the . ons Ii;Ivit v of dif'f'ea ono, do-
tt't` orn . Those studios  w re conducted on i1C`.4'=t''I orators at Beirk€'loy and
Duh na .
"to 70 06 experiment consisted of three separate parts	 2 5% of
tho VolutMe lJas Occupied by the USA il.,si"it?11Ibly placed at one end of the
oontxa.lnov,, 0% by the Soviet assembly at the opposite en d and 50% by IS61
tho joint assombly in tho middle par t of the oontatner. The deetee-
vors from the joint; 005 suction were divided In equal parts bot•woon
th y' '>s`ir;1viet, and American scientists. The joint 505 assembly Was :In-
t ondod for dotormining the f luenoo of LET spectra and the cllarrod,
:,poott'um OV heavy nuele t.. It 0ontained two thick staeQ of plates
with nur'i.oar emulsions on top and below and 12 thin CI.os:Imetric paoketts
attached An pairs to the sit faces of a foam plastic cube at the con-
tor
 
part of the q01 joint; a..a:>t'mbly. The 55 Amor.lean assembly was
dovAgned for dot:e1'It Ini.ng kho phya lval p arsamot or o of Wavy nuclei, the
f=luonee and spoetr'um of neutrons, t:he fluonQo of ppotons and the total
doso of rad°la! Aon. F lruvo i gives  .? diagram  o f tho 11 306 experiment.
In subsequent suet ions, we will present in dot 11 results obtained
using do @'c ors from the American s i de i n the 905 joint assembly and
s:
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Cover of the
K-206 con-
tainer
Oaeketins
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Dosimetrio
assemblies
Base for the
X-206 con-
tainer
Figure 1. Diagramatic image of the assembly of the
K-206 experiment. Packing of the dosi-
metric experiment, showing the 25% Ameri-
can section (A) and the Joint 50% section
of the assembly of thick plates (B) and
the orthogonal dectors (C).
in the 25% American assembly for the X-206 experiment for heavy nu- /61
clei of neutrons and protons on board, the Kosmos-936 AES and also we
will present analysis of the data obtained.
2.	 Heavy Nuclei -- Fluence, Integral LET Spectrum and Spatial Dis-
tribution.
During the last ten years, a research group at the Universit y of San
Francisco has conducted measurements of heavy nuclei on board space-
craft. The plastic tracking detectors which were put on board the
Gemini-IV and VI spacecraft [1] recorded the t.racks of densely ionizing
particles. These measurements showed that the plastic detectors can
be a simple and effective means for measuring integral fluences of
44
y
	 , 1 0	 *' -	 c ­ 	 I.,, t r '! .	 Yinvi 1 p 	Y!Ims wove wticularly
tht­.t 	 did not
0
the more	 16
nin5W v i p,1io s, 0- Y%nple, elrotrons and protons
WO	 vp	 v- :oj the tracks only ^ W '!& tKi, loo ly rare heavy nuclei or
vt!v" , i— K n , !on ;&!& +^V^	 ! r plioo. moor ,aa aummary was pub-MWO 	 r the w ^a ­r W o t oy I a n! Wl oo ;^ the Apollo, Sky lab and the
&TV norriox F11.
on woroffom -f no mm ov heavy nuclei on a cosmonaut
.vto - w 10i"M in n ra oil	 W I im Nat tonal Academy or Sciences of the
WA w:*: ol ovi a l Vov continuing and Improving dosimetry
' T MW mv -4 InvilaWn UOMP plastic detectors, The interest in the
affoo: 0 lonivy increased char ply since the cosmonauts on
thp Ai ! ! o-!' oboorvou wh1to flashos annumod to be'' oamsed by heavy nu-
clei.
Tho radiobioloqieal Mocts of high energy heavy nuclei have re-
contly begun to be otudiod In laboratories thanks to the possibility
of irradiating objects on accelerated heavy ions with high energy, for
example, on tehBovalak in Berkeley, California. Up until now, a com-
plot  concept has not been obtained of the effect of these particle$
on livinr organisms; the results of measuromentv of physical parameters
of heavy nuclei in space will be an important part of studiou In apace?.
In the following sections we will describe in detail our measure-
ments of the physical parameters of heavy nuclei on board the Koomos-
936 AHS,
2.1. Materials and Methods.
The fluence, the integral spectrum of LET and the spatial distri-
bution of heavy particles wove determined by analysis of the results
of treating plastic tracking detectors placed in the 50% joint section
of the X-206 experiment. The detector for heavy nuclei contained thin
plates of cellulose nitrate (Kodak-Pathe, SA 80-15), polycarbonato(General HloetriqLoxan) and nuclear emulsions. Mob type of plate
wan put together in two films and hermetically sealed [rest of sentence
missinr the original text]. The area of plastic films amounted to 	 1611
4.5 X 6 cm 2 . In a11.18 detectors were placed inside the K-206 flight
container. 12 detectors in pairs were attached to each face of a plas-
tic foam cube (7.7 X 7.7 X 7.7 cm 3 ) located at the center of the joint
50% section of the flight container. Six detectors were attached to
each surface of the American 255 section of the container.
The flight plastic detectors were stored at 5 0 0 in polyethylene
bags.
A standard method was used for displaying the plastic detectors.
Table I lists the otebing details: composition of the etching agent.,
temperaturo ono time for the procedure. In the first column are listed
the designation of the samples. For example, 1 FB means Plight (F),
samplo No. 1, layov (S). The four layers of plastle In the detector
are designated with the letters A, B, C and D. The A and D layers are
made of polycarbonate and the A layer is adjacent to the nuclear
45
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF PROCHSSING THE Air
 ERTCAN PLAASITIC DETECTORS
.^:Impj o	 Plas t I c	 Etohinr, Aront	 Timo
	
VT,,
 (iim/hv)
Ir4 8 — IM CA/* a 10.0 I. 017+0. 05 i r4 c. c// 39.0 0.92
C, Al
solo
2r4c, r1r.r, -12PC CA/ 29.0 1.19
117A 
—714-4 p	 111 ; /+ L0,er//74# 0 44.0 0.1 5+0. Cr
.Y4,	
-IPA —7RA Tj'*fi'A 4cxoi?	 MO	 0 . 5 ,15 - 01
a) ".5N NaC.11, 110'0 0., solution lo, mixed.
b) 0.5N Na011+ 1 r,/X polycarbonato monomer + 0.0^5, surface active
substance (Dowfax 411.,Al), solution i ts mixo4.
thickness 1901mi, ON film.
thickness 190pm, Lexan film,
proltminary (L)ol'oro etching) treatment of samples.
emulsion. The B and C layers are made of cellulose nitrate. Orthog-
onal samples IF-US-6F-US are An the joint 50,15 section of the fl1g,ht
block; 7F-US-lV-U8 -- In the American 25% section.
Inspection of the tracks of heavy nuclei in the etched plastic
detectors was made with an optical microscope with a magnification of
200. The central part or each detector with dimensions 3 X 3 om 2 was
scanned. The scanning procedure of a given orthogonal detector con-
sisted of att3chinr
	 P
al	
, the 0 layer to the microsco e stage and subsequent
,.Isnment and attachment of the B layer on top of the C layer. The Clayer was etched until it was thinned by approximately 60% and in it
many etched apertures penetrated it corresponding to the measured
double cone or constricted cylinder in the B layer, the first measuredlayer. This method of scanning increases the effectiveness of search
for small etched tracks which decreases the complexity and duration of
tho soaniing pr000dure.
ln the four plates of each orthoConal detector )
 before disman- X 66
tling, two small adjustable apertures wore drilled. the x and y co-
ordinatoo of all traelcs Vound durinr  ,"oanning are determ.1nod accord-
ing to the ratio for the pierced aperturo by means of mechanical
noniuu involvinV, the guide screws x and y Or the Microscope stage.
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	 (if the Ptched `.rack w.#or mado w1th
Immov"31on lenoolf '001 it Mirnifteation of 1000 and	 a preelalon of
± 0. 1-) ►jr.. Thn plaramitern m(.,aourod included depth, pra^oetjon and the
3M I111 axlf, of dopth of t wtohl-,n^ of tho tracks, and al no the dopth 
and
width of the narrowent part- when flip track was In the shap p of a con-
struted cylindev. The otchUr, rags' for the	 mash or piastic
wa^o apto-mino(I by measurilir, olvilij,'Ps In t4iloknosr; of the film. Tho
otch,111r, rato of Kodak.-Patho, collulose nitrate (lepondn greatly on the
cori ,.a ontrat;lnn of produot ►,
 of Ptobinj" in the otch i nt*, ar^vnt, 2,5 N Na011
at 110 c) C, "LlLo etohinr, rato of thr, Pa the ON hardly'
 depondo oil thn con-
contration of otchinp, pi -toducto.
The otelitzir, rato ,
 for the track la oalculatod aocordinp, to the
parameter of the track motitnurod uainr, an analytical exprea.-Sion baned.
on the rcnmctry or the tra olt and aosuming that the e tchi	 fanj*, rto of
the track for the entire length traeod io uniform,
For each type of plastic tracking detector there Is an intrinsic
ratio betwoon the rate of etchtnf); of 1,PbC track and the restricted
loasotr,,
 of onorgly F21. This relationship Is the bauis for evaluating
the loon of onorgy rootricted by the rate of otolilng of the track.
Fir,ure 2 0howa prolildnavy calibration curves used for analysis or
data obtained with the Xodak-Patbo plastics of cellulose nitrate and
the Lexan polyearbonate (with sonsiti ,2ation to ultraviolet and with-
out It), The graph in Vlpuro '2 Indleate-o tho dependonc,z, ,^f the eteh-
Ting rzate of the track Vt on LETftl350 J- the index below indicates that
when calculating a given value, [rest o
	 iCif sentence misoni,,, in the orl'-
inal text]. The curves in Firure 2 are constructed accordii1r..', to a
	 0 3),
method of least squarou on tho ba ,.^, is of calibration data obtained froni--
Jons o	 ef known energy sand charred from the accelerator.
The oondition for etching the track of particles is that the
vertical component of the rate of etching of the track must be f,,roator
than the rite cif otchinC, of the mass of the plastic. From the curves
In Firuro '0 we find the minimum value of LET350 whi(?h dopends 
on the
typo or plastic and on the devolopment or preliminary procosoing be-
fore developmont. One also needs a determination of the critical
value of the angle of immersion (measured from the surface of the film)
for recording particles with a fixed value of LET s5®. For obtaining
an absolute value of the fluenco,, one uses corrected coefficients
which. depend on the ankle
 of immersion and the value of LET 3 5 0
	
For
example ,  tho interral epectrum of LET3 50 was calculated by adding, the
product of cacti value of LET 5,50 (appropriate to a F	 rliven t ack) to
the corrected coorficiont for all tracks with a value of LET350groater
than the E,,iven value. The intorral flux of particles for a given value
of LET8 50 was calculated by dividing the total 217 At, where. A and t
are the aroa of the sar..plo and the flight time.
The sratllal diotrlbu l.iori of Inoident, heavy nuclei was determined
aocordin- to the value o^ fluences of partic,"Los recorded by the sixL.^	 k%
deteotora attnched to onob, face of a pla.-Itio foaln cube in the central
part of the Joint	 asoembly in the experimental container. This
mutually pt,, roondioular viacoment of dotectoro made it possible to
determine fluenceo .1n • hv direction of the three axeu, xy ,.•., In space.
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Vigure 2. Calibrated relationships used for detectors
made of Kodak-Patho cellulose nitrate and
Lexan polyearbonate.
2.2. Results	 168
The fluonces, observed and the fluxos of heavy nuclei recorded
by the eight detectors of the joint 50% assembly and the American
25% are presented in Table 2.	 In the first column of this Table
the detectors and their location are listed and in the second -- the
number of tracks obtained for an area of 9 cm 2 of the detector. The /70
numbers in the second column, correspond to the number of heavy par-
t1cles recordod on all four surfaces of two underlying layers of eel-
lulose nttrate --B and C. In the third and fourth columns, respec-
tively, the fluencos and fluxes aro presented. The values of the
fluxes are determined on the basis of duration of the flight of the
Nosmos-936 At-J" -- 18.5 dayto.
48	 IT',- P)()R QUALI'lly
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IF 1 u o- n 0
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­1 ux, (Trae ks
^	 y'Y1ti	 B	 f
^,	 .l.^	
ie	 ^eL #fit:
	
:	 gel ; {'yf 	 n 1:	 *r 40. 1 2. 1 2.17 0. !.'L*
2F13-US/ ic4w, oecti,,n 230 25.0 1.7 +
Sr413-USI Joint seat:-- 319 $6.4 + 2.0
4F8-U!;/ joint, zect i nn 221 24, G. + 1.7 1.33 0,09
5r, 13 -V5/ joint	 oeo,,,-qnn 279 61.0 1.9
.C8 0. 10
6 F G -LI.5'1 Joint sedtinn 0 "30" 07. 2 2.0 2,01 0. 11
7PS -US/ American 354 9.0 + 2.1 2.13 O. I.
section r
11 F O-U.51 American 20,9 + 1.6 1.13 + 0 OCSoec tion .
particlea with Z	 3 and recorded runs > 180 um.
Integral spectra are *hown in Figure 2 Lsic., 33 . The orthogon- /70
al detector 1.F-US rocorded the maximum fluonco.-I of heavy nunlei in
,,Ix orthogonal detectors located In the joint 50 5 section,
P.3. Dizewsion
Flux o-O beavy nucloi. Tabl("- 3 oomparoo the results obtained on
the Koomo to-gou,
	
and tho Skylab " III AE a. The maximum,
rAnIrmin and .,iveraf,+A valuos of flux pre.-ented In Table 3 wreo	 obtained
from oix wrllioguiial detectors from the joint 50,5 section of the con-
tainer on the KOsmo,,, -^36 AES, the 1P dete p toro. which were in tbo Kosmoo-
'17 62 AB l and the nine Individual doolvietuva of aotlunauto 1.110 flew on
the SL- a, SL3 and ,', 1, 4 Okylalj t3 .
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Figure 3. Integral spectra of LET for HZE particles
measured with the plastic detectors dur-
ing different space flights.
The average value of flux during flight on the Kosmos-936 AES	 /70
was 2 to 3 times smaller than during flight on the Kosmos-782 AES.
The consideration of factors which can affect the flux of heavy
nuclei, for example, parameters of the orbit, distribution of protec-
tion of the spacecraft, solar modulations, the types of plastic de-
tectors, indicates that the most probable causes for differences in
fluxes during these flights involves differences in protection and
type of detectors. The results of measurements during flight of the
Skylab indicate the effects of the protection [4]. The flux of
heavy nuclei inside the strongly protected storage area for films was
ten times weaker than the flux recorded for the astronauts. The
equivalent thicknesses enumerated of spherical protection of the
50
F111r,lit,	 Max. Avovary
TABLE, 3
	
/71
FLUX11"i'l (*' HZI-1 PARTIVT,R," ON THH' KOVSMOS-936 ) K0,` M0 1-78--) AND "KYLAB
Flux of Particlos*	
ll
015-1-
Ko sinos-936 2.17
Skylab 2.71
RAZE partioloo. with Z ^ 3 and recorded run >, 180 lam,
+Avorage for lil-FlP deFectors.
++Aver,age for orthogonal dotectoi-s from 3,10-US to 6V-U',13, J  the
joint	 tioeiAon.
-144-Avorago fl-ONI roadings, of Ind1vidual dosimeters, of the nine
-,, tronatito, duving, flights till
	 SL-P, SL- 3, and SL- 14 Skylabs.
v loco	 pint-, module for tho astronauts and storago for the film amounted
v espevt-lvoly t o approximatoly 6	 and aPP,-, ox1,,IatelY 50	
L
At the prosont, time,, on the accelerator In Berkeley, tile effect
of the type of detector Is being studiod on the effectiveness of ve-
cording part leles, The purpose of those studies Is, to dotormine the
effective ssne	 of different type,,. of plastics made of cellulose nitrate
used In flights of then
	 and Kosi llos - 7 8 2 AIDS.
The effect of solar modulation can be expressed as exceeding by
10%) Intont"Ity of cosillic. radiation during flight of the Kos'mos-782 ABS
over that durIng the flig
h
t of 
the 
Kosmos-936 AE,,81 . The Intensity of
cosmic radiation was measured indirectly by ground neutron monitors
which r000vdod contini:,ously the rate' of formation of secondary nr.,utrolls
in the atmosphere. The neutron monitor installed at Mount Wasbinv^ton
vocovded only a 15 smaller rate of count for the Kosmos-936 AES
(August 3-August 22^ 1977) in comparison with the flil"lit of the Kosmos-
782 AE  (Novomber 2!i-Deoembev 15, 1975).
The parameters of the orbit (that is, the period, inclination,
pevigoo and aporoo) worn eosontlally the same for the Kosillos-782 and
Xosmo4,-0 36 U.S. Therefore, those factors could not, be the cause fov
difforoncos In fluxes of partioles. Also, the Vostok type satellit-.0
lvao, used for otaoll
TnLc-fi,, a3 snoct),um of LET. The intngral LET spootrum defined as:
tho number of partiQlos, from the LET larV;ex ,
 than the given is an 1111-
portant doolmot.ric parameter necessary for evaluating the potential
biological dangui l
 for livinr, organisms In space. Fox , example, it Is
possIblo to ^1-(1 it for calculating, the cooffiviont of the quality of
radiation.
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for hvavy nuelvi during
	
V !i4z r 	 FWuVe 3. Tho anta wove ca b -
An	"o ' t o , VOV P , Nall- i.Wt ,d	 We joint 905 uvation of the
-1001PI . ,	 .^1 11 p	 0, 111't' 1 shown othor spectra 111'a-
a.	 ar W _.,; V- In , Ac t 1 M I ^n. Wronnutv In the film storage	 /711
My in, W ont nstth ivoil ii on the Apollo-Hoyus (EPAS), com-
il. 01jaq, , aloo , ohowo LLP valoulatcad integral spectrum for
1 1, m ool, zwn a t io n avity v Now minimum r4j.
%1" Whiml: l q wfz"m 1W nvw nuclei on board the Knamou-936 AES
_K1jq-1A WIMITly W11h nn Worunow In the value of LET 3 5 O as wan obnervvdW pnot V11rhiv. Tho *n , %!,nnim Plux of heavy nuclei from the LET
	
1f,	 ^^l lot is, :511^ 1 , v I&I X&TY tissue) amounted to 5.1-103yalm"7
S, 1W f"V V" I l l y or . , ho	 AES. This value lies between the flux
on tho Qn sm-v-7 9 P AES (8-7.10-6/CM2.0.Stor) and the flux recorded in
dosimeters on astronauto in tho Skylab
spacl ..Riat rQut Qn.
'The data obtained from six detectors in the joint 505 assembly
indicated that tho target found at the center o thenthplastic foam
cube (to which tho detectors were attached) had to obtain an approxi-
mately isotroplo fluonco of heavy nuclei.
The value oV the fluonce of heavy nuclol within limits of the
statistical spread was uniform on top, below and, to the sides of the
plastic foam Me as Indicated by the IF-US, QNUS, 5P-US and 6F-USdetectors (see Table 2). The fluonoo In the 5F-US detector was some-
what lowor than that permitted by statistical deviation. Attachment
of the detectors to the cube was such that the IF-US and MUS detec-
tors looked from above and from below in relation to the container,
the 2F-U1 and MUS -- to the Soviet and Amordean sides, respectively,
and the 5F-US and 6T+' US -- to the lateral walls of the container.
The 2F-US and W-US detectors turned toward the ends of the con-
tainer were protected by thick stacks of plates from the 50% joint
section and also blocks of the 25% assemblies of the K-206 container.
The equivalent thickness at approximately 22 g2/OM2 of aluminum pro-
tected the 2F-US and 4F-US detectors In the direction perpendicular
	 /75
to the surface of the detector. As measurement results showed, in
the film storage unit on the Skylab [4], the flux of heavy nuclei
beyond the protection approximately 2  #cm% Is decreased by ap-
proximately two times.
As a vosult of the fact that the 2F-US and 4F-US detectors wore
roptected by a thlok stack of plates both in the joint 50% and In
the end 255 sections, the flueneo recorded In the detectors should
be multiplied by approximately 2 in order to correct for th y
 read-
ings of tho other four detectors. The "absoluto" fluenco & Incident
partiolos (that Is, standardlood for a uniform thickness of p potoc-
Oon) must thon tae, approximately, uniform for each faco of the cube.
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LET 
par bi al es so that the
Vinal	 1- :Wt h	 oil'	 i Mot formod nlonr, tho trajectory of the
imVlo;- w3n tho mraoni4Tion i , V LET.	 Usually, in the etching process1
"W05 r " Lhv	 lullial WoRnoso oV the plastic was ramoved.
An 4opoot0ii ­ f 9w dotootor and measurement usually was oon-
OWN in Wo wayn. 1) Ono of several layoro was examined with fairly
low mapnifloation. Also several possibili ties for scanning existed,
for example, using the passaro of sparks or a pair through the etched
piorood aperLuro which would dotermine the position of the tracks.
2) The tracks found with low magnification were measured under high
magnification and traced in layers not subjected to scanning, In the
measurement process, tile lengthsof the cones were determined from two
surfaces of the detector. The measurements made It possible to ostab-
lisb the tra3octory of the particles and values of the LET along the 176
trajectory. The process of treating the data conaiotod of two com-
pletely different phases. Tn the first phano, the parameters of each
soparatc particle were determined on the basis of positions measured,
the values of LET and, preferable, the x, y and z coordinates of the
ends of the tracks which indloato the point at which the particles
stop. Seven parameters wore required in total complexity for deter-
mining the characteristics of the stopped particles. One set of
paramotors amounted to 3 coordinates of the point the particle stops,
2 spatial angles of they
 trajectory of the particle, the atomic number
& the identified type of particle and the mass number A. In practice,
usually it is impossible to fulfill separation of isotopes and there-
fore each Z number described the maAs of the isotope represented in a
small quantity and only Z of particles or the effective number was
determined which assumes a continuously variable value and determines
the varying value of Z and A. Therefore, the number of parameters
for the particle was decreased to six.
In the second phase of the analysis of data, a statistical treat-
ment of results was made. It consisted of studying the distribution
of particles for o
	 acane or several variables. Most often this charge
spectrum shows distribution of the values of Z and one or several other
Parametors used for the characteristics of separate particles. The
logical form in which the statistical results are obtained Is the
cif  stopped particles with defined Z per unit of volume (or mass)
SZ	 dSZ
and the solid angle d dP,	 The integral dQ for the solid angle 4w
steradians Is the density of the ends of the tracks of the 8Z charged
opootrum. Thio d1stvibution somewhat contradicted the nhavGe-energy
spectrum obtained usually from detectors which record high energy
unstopped particle*. The ohav, spectrum of stopped particles agrees
with the reactions of plastic tracking detectors inasmuch as they
record only particles volativoly oloso to stopping.	 077
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Qn . irndItanal mothodn NP measurement of chnrr ys has been used
froontn' ;Y in alfr 'T"K "Ont(Aw A large bibliographycan be found
'III the , WK; by FLOWN — ot al,, C73, Mont often the valups of Z ape
found Q uvinr thv on-vallod reionship L A. A this method, the
length of tho tracks measured IntL are appliod on a graph as to function
of the Posidual run of the R particle. The points obtained separately
for each or all are jointly compared with theoretical curves fo p dif-
ferent possible values of Z. The approaches which Henke and Benton
used	 (unpublished data) for results obtained on the Apollo-
14 and 17 differ oomewbat In that the comparison of measured and
theoretical points was mado by a completely analytical method uning
a method of least squares. With this approach, the measured tracks
of particles are Involved fop
 which no stopping points have been de-
fined.
The results presented in this section were obtained by a method
which diffovs considerably from the tvad0donal in that the measure-
munt of the position of tracks and the rate of etching were carried
out automatloally using an analyzed image of the 720 Quantimet system.
The detectors wore otched for removing a large part of their Initial
thieknoso. Thio resulted in the formation of large apovtures which
penetrated through the layer of the plastic. The etching rate of the
tracks was obtained by measuring the projection of areas of these 	 /78
apertures. This method was used earlier for measuring the Lexan do-
toctor assemblies located in the joint Apollo-Soyuz flight (EPA3)
CBenton and Henke, nonpubli6bed data].
3.1. Material and Method.
The charge spectra presented here were obtained for the Joint
dosimetric, assembly (IF-US assembly). The assembly comprised layers
of cellulose nitrate ON, Kodak-bathe thickness 97 Pm, and layers of
Lexan-GE polyearbonate with thickness 188 am. The sequence of the
layors was the following: 10 ON layers, ZOOLoxan layers, 65 CN layers,
200 Lexan layers and 10 CN layers. All of the layers of cellulose
nitrate were etched with 2.5 N solution of NaOH at a tompe pature of
40 0 0. This solution was saturated with camphor for improving and
stablilsing its etching oapabdlity. Etchina for 112 hours decreased
they thickness to 27 pm, that Is, to 280 of Who initial thickness.Aftov romovIng a large part of the thickness of layers, it was found
that tho m0ority of the particles recorded retained through holes InV
the layers of plastic. The Input and output apertures of nose of them
reached approximately 4000 p&.
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11. ^J solution of NaOH at
- -I GI	 c	 f)t i1ni-,r 	 f;.	 oil Bc qlax	 faktant and I Clt	 11.4
Pot , the effects of the etching
Of	 Lc xa ,., . 'n tho or)'1W.1on. P',tolAnr, for 113.67 hr decreased
of !;ht;	 Pi;; ero	 to	 J6.6, ram,	 that	 is, to 20% of the initial
I; b I o kn r,, 1-1 ., ^ 0
14.7 1 d (,M 2 nt' ­aO. 11 1. ,roatod layr^ ,:, of cellulose nitrate was inspected
n, rid	 111,()vv4,.-,od -enlau tomatically with the Quantimet
u1111ago (41, each otched hole formed by particles intersecting
t h o 7. a,*,j ra, of pla.oAlLc 4,he position and area of the aperture was de-
torminod.
Tih(^ measured coordinates of the tracko were analyzed using an
appropriate program on a computer in order to determine the trajec-
tory of the particles which had three or more measured tracks on the /79particle. The trajectories were used to construct linear regressions
for the x and y coordinates measured as a function of z. The parameters
of the particle trajectories defined from the line of regression are
shown as points of intersection of the trajectory with the surface
Z=O (xo.% yo) and angles of the azimuthal and immersion a and 6 givenby the equatio-,-is (1):
The parameters of the program for processing the tracks were selected
so that they would be representative in it for all tracks from 6>300.
The tracks with the smallest angles of immersion changed position so
rapidly from layer to layer, that including them could result in am-
biguity of the results in view of the relatively high fluence of the
tracks equal to 54 tracks/cm2.
Then, the particles were identified and their stopping points
were analyzed on a computer using a second program with a method of
least squares.
Inasmuch as the tracks were measured automatically, the true
points for stopping for each particle could not be determined. There-
fore, measured values of the area of the track were used as a function
of the position along each trajectory and for evaluating the atomic
number Z of the particle and for determining its stopping place. This
was done by minimizing the expression
L
.rl 
I W/c,	 (2)
in relation to Z and at^the stopping point of the particle. Here A. --
is the value of the area calculated on a base of Z which measures the
relationship between rate of etching of the track and LET of the
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part;:iel(,F, the trajectory of the particle found according to the program
for determining the tracks. A is the "measured" area of the particle
as was deo r.ibod above and the wei ghted multiplier ^ is obtained from	 a
deviations from the °line presented. Inasmuch as one assumes Eillegiblo /^0
In the original text] value, this multiplier can be introduced as the
sign totaled in ogva.tion (2) .In this way, oi l is determined by oub-
(number of 	 minimum
	 o Inasmuch sas fAfArdnot	 a
a linear fixnetion of the Z particle and the stopping; point in the
is
the equa-	 j
tion (2) it is converted to a linear function by expansion in the
Taylor series in corrections for Z and tho stopping; paint. Then the
solution for the correction to the initial approximation is obtained by
means of normal linear iosubstitution of least squares in two variables.
The final solution is obtained by repeating the process until obtaining
exemplary small values of corrections. Using the [word illegible] sys-
tem one can obtain indeterminacy of Z and the stopping; points and also
corrections for these errors by normal methods of a linear method of
least squares. During analysis of Z, the relationship to Z and A is
converted to a relationship only of Z by substituting A in the approxi-
mate expression for the most widely distributed isotope, A = 1.776Z1.059.
A statistical analysis of the calculated values of Z gives	 in the rapproxi -dQ
mate expression AZAVASd where AN -- is the number of events occurring
in the intervals AZ, AV and 4Q. The intervals of the solid angles ASt
is selected so that the field of solid angles is divided from d 3.00
to d = 90° and S = -30 0 to 6 = -90 1 for four equal parts. Equation (1)
can satisfy only one positive value of 6, however, negative values
are used for designating a single direction of motion in the assembly
(From on top to below) and the positive for designating the opposite
direction (from below to above). The acting sections which are used for
processing are "listed in the section on results. For each segment
AR, the exemplary volume in which the particle can stop, AV (in equiva-
lents of water inasmuch as the detector has a larger retarding capability
than water) is defined using the criteria: 1) effectiveness must be /81
about 100J and 2) the stopping; location must be fairly close to the
segment measured in order to provide an exemplary small value of Z, AZ.
The values dPZ are obtained by dividing the number of particles which
adequately w well satisfy the criteria described above into the appro-
priate values ASland AV. The AZ interval in the spectrum obtained is
the variable and will be considered in the section on results.
3.2. Results
Figure 4 shows all of the measured positions of the tracks on
85 layers of cellulose nitrate. The paints indicate each of 45.072
apertures. The area indicated amounts to 4.14 X 2.35 em 2 . One can
see many isolated points which form particles with the lower Z which
were recorded only in. a single layer and also many longs small chains
made up of points which form heavier particles recorded in the subse-
quent layers. Of these measured positions, 1834 particles with four
or more tracks were obtained using the program for determining the
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Figure 11. The position of all measured tracks in
the layer of cellulose nitrate from the
assembly for particles.
	
tracks. The criteria for selection in this program excluded most
	 /81
particles with d < 30 0 .	 The precision of dete.a,mining the positon
of the track was evaalia.ted according to the mean square deviation of
points From the trajectories constructed theoretically. The mean
value found of this error amounted to 0.0023 cm or 23 umr From errors
in determining the position, also error was found in measurement of
the angle of immersion for the trajectory of each particle. It was
proposed that approximately 50j"J' of the trajectories were smaller than
seven segments of tracks per particle and one can consider that the
trajectory of the particles was defined completely correctly inasmuch
as the median of 
c8	 0.920.
The measured charge spectrum is presented in Table 4 and in Fig-
ures 5 and 6. In Table 4 the angular dependence of the charge spec-
trum is given. The particles with all values of Z were combined in /84
order to obtain adequate statistics for discovering; angular distribu-
tion. Even with division of the solid angles found into ten equals
segments of 0a2n st,eradian, with adequate statistics, anisotropy of
the flux of heavy nuclei was detected. From the initial 1834 particles
with definite tracks, after selection according to all criteria, 625
remained in all.
Figure 5 shows a differential charge spectrum for Z considered
as continuously variable. In this spectrum, each particle selected
is presented in accordance with Gaussian distribution around the measured
value of Z with an area AVI and with standard deviation 0.15 units
of atomte number. Tho total of these Gaussian distributions form a
spectrum. The integral form of the charge spectrum is presented in
Figure 6.
/SP.
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N ,:!4* 4 , J TY OF STOPPED
_1 T:, ^ i 	 ;i! I: ,, 1 o	 Density of Stopped
o" Defvroo-)PavticleS (all oOlPot(d
particles) Particle/em$-
ster with Z > 7
-90 	 Q'I 'l	 1, 6 0 -:-300 10.0^ i 1. 3
0 0	 ON 8.3 + 1.2
0 3.9 + O. b
5.9 +
w.
1.0
4.6 0.9
0 14. .1 + x.5
01	 'LBO 9.6 1.3
16, 0	 270 8.8 1.2
2r 1 7 0	 0 11.8 + 1 . 4t
^4,16	 90 0	 J60 24.5 + 2.0
AVERAGE 1002+0;4
Although precision of determining certain values of Z is worse P4
than ± 1, an adequate number of particles have Z determined with ade-
quate precision to permit definite peaks in the charge spectrum. The
part of the charge spectrum which corresponds to the value Z <	 7,
was not subject to determination with 1005 effectiveness due to the
insensitivity of detectors and requirements for tracks traced
	
for
four layers.
3.3. Discussion
The automatle method of obtain, n, points for construct :ink a1	 , I
ohargo spoctrum ha"', llarr, e advantagot^ but hair certain dir,,advantag;es In
comparison with nonautomatod methodMr of past ye&rs. The ma In advantage
is the tremendous sav1nj ,,, s in labor and time and the pos s ibill ties of
obtainine, a huge volume of data. This advantage is reflOolod in the
lai, e, e number of particles Included In analysis of the char,,, ( , spectrum.
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form, .p nny or th000 Imp roo lo onn Da n t o ovo rcomo try improving the
shape O r t;he_; aSE'rO?'it: 1 100, MOWS of Pro'oo phr Ind meulanu romM. The
main li m itations
ry►^ t p^ ' 0 da ta r^btninrod l ttt^ ., ( ^fa` ^r^^k i nvolve tix y t^ I. Ft^,ade-»eltr It k^l	 bII1 i # 3 ^^i}'^ 1f l on of Z an
	 4t n obv !if^uo . k#4 nka^^rk ►Ialdity of drreaolvin-Qrt, 0100, with Z I T 18, Both Woe di =advatntaaren apply to ool:lul.ose
nitrate and Dan bo avoided try I'^`''r`ldinr, the ,l'xan ^^^5.^.,'^`f!arbot1ato part
of the nonomb i,v . The 1i mitat i on in this experiment which can bo
avoldod in t:ho Muro is separati on of high and low oe^nalti^ve material
Into two oParate ;^ee^
	
i n the total. asoombly or the doted torn .
Alt,orrnaiing i.a.ty orr+ of stcr xan and cellulose nitrate can c reatea more
uniform assembly which makers it Pos:siblo to avoid larFe guns in t'.rraaj-
ectorios of parrt=icle g which intorravot the low senoltivity layer with
low LIT. Thin 0 00 f scant iy simplifies tracing the particle, and
causes less .am lqui t.yr
Dutr inn orbital f 1 1rht in a spacooraft there are neut^7E}rt^^ with
a broad range of one'rl",ie o from thermal t o hundreds of MOO. The ;^poo-
trum of noutronn can be divided into three parts : thermal (loss than
0.3  Ev) , resonance 0.3  OV < E w a 1 MY and high energy (' l MoV )
Thin MOW i nvolve o roactiono whloh are used frog dotoctint them.
One must make an a oumption conoevntnr the neutron spectra in these
bra to ao a kr r n v p..	 [Sit	 fi 7	 ^ e .- o .^ f	 t_	 c	 .^ n r t. ^	 t r, s t.a r r ^, r.	 :,^ i•tr^^t. ^, r  .	 xtls:' i t.ues,ne.c.^> t.,c r te'lIe•S ii^I^ ^ar:i^al.t,ci l:•4'U oni>ilt	 c.^^^i.t`.i
of measurement of notiv:it-y oboorved can vault significantly depending
on the move ""rr.bgiel"  or the "softer" spectra in the incGidont, flux,
ens itIvi ty to as shift In the opecirum dopeands on the value of di.f-
xroVont croso s(,otiono of r reaetion in the given field of energy, In
the field of high onov r.loo, the m easurements are Ir ore oompl.i cited an
a result of the fact that the nuclei of measured fords used for do-
tecting neutrons in a. voa ctlon of the type (n, f) have a similar
value to the cross Section for the reaction (p, q) . The high fl,uencoz /88
of PvKono with large energy which exist In the Earth orbIto create
fairly large background density of tracks in the mica deteetors.
Nondotorminancy of proton spectra and fl,uences create imprecision
when calculatinr from the? results of tracks from fragments or divi-
sion into protono. The proton spectra were mossurrod in previous
o rbital. flights
  o thaat there was a good basi p for approximation of the
shape~] of they spectra on the i osmos . 936. Less So known of spectra, of
neutrons in space but one can assume that the neutrons acre formed as
a result of a division reaction of nue:l e of atoms within the space-
craft and In the uppo rr layers of atmosphere on charged particles withhigh energy, mainly, into protons. This makes it possible to dr aw
certain thoughtful e0nolusion, as to the shape of the spectra.
There wore several types of aotecto r s in the Vie;; American sectionfor	 imeasurrement, of fluxes of neutronss within the spac ecraft^ n thepac^krint f then dotvo t orris . They all Trove passive :i ntegrating systems
u a.lne therrmol umi,x2eseen : (TLD) for ot,chod plastic detectors as the
seen i.tive rr ovord.ing roams. In they  Mot case, the reaction
01(n,t) 4ilea with highly effective cross section In the `, LD for Li.I i .
In the second ca oo, radiator sheets alternating with cellulose nitrate
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or wi_fi i nw% wn: pnvite) was rojuirod; ono nr thoao Poenro the
tracks of tb- He partlel on, the other the fragments of division.
44. 1. MixtrAn! jaj^d " ,!#?I od,
Partlelo radiators were used in the n000mbly of dotop hors oon-
Astinr of G LIP, Ta-181, BI-209, Th-323 and U-238. The first of theme
was used with MAN, Strato for rocordl nj, He-^ parti (I les VVom
their rraotion L1(nj) 4 He. The other  were used with Non wh1oh re-
eordy fragment  of division Vormed durinr the reaction (n, f). TY
othor detectors of this typo worp designed for flights but were neat; 	 on
obtained in time, Thickness of the shoots 6 LIF with 4.5 mr/M.	 Px
The thlekno3s of tho d1vidod films varied but thep all were CAM,
than the rana of frarmento of division forma. This provided more
offoctivo dete p tors, that lo, the neutrons were hardly attenuated
when panzi	 ang thvurh the shnet	 eft"'z. The detectorn made
	
MY roquiro
correction for n olfabnorption.
The TLD wore of the C LIP and UP type; the dimennionu of the
plates were 0.631 X 0.635 X 0.089 OM3. They consisted of pure pressed
LiF. DioerimInatlon on the basis of high quality Stornatinr cross
sections of Mi. for noutrons was accomplished by measuring the AS
forenco of the twn materials. With this method, one can measure
neutrons In the presence of relatively largo .aka norbed dose; from
othev pavtleles.
They 	cr000 000tionu In the thermal range of energy
are presonted in Figure 7. When screening with a plate of cadmium
1 mm thiek, the noutrono with energy I= than 0.3 oV are absorbed
In it, not reaching the detector. Therefore, if one uses pairo of
dotoctoro one of which 10 sevooned with cadmium and the other not,eoncan separate the roadinro measured into two fractions: those
caused by neutrons of thermal energies and those higher than thermal.
This method was used for meaourinr the contribution of thermal neu--
trons In the density of tracku moasured by a combination of 6 LIF de-
tectors of oellulone nitrate, Half of these detectors were screened
with cadmium during flight,
The Camma, rays from the reaction Cd(ny)Cd separate thio mateplal
as unsuitable for TLD screening from thermal neutrons. Besides tbis:
protection wag "nod made of 0.3 rkd G LY. This construction did
not provide cutting off energy of the above listed detectors but
effective cutting at approximately 1.5 A was then achieved. On this
basis, react	 eions werdivided into noutrono with thermal and super-
thermal energies. Half of each type of TLD found in flight was
screened In this way
The neutron detectors were set up in packets for flight. The	 /91
packeto had a thloknoss of 0.9 em and oonulotod of two Lucite platos.
A hole was out In the thicker (0.6 cm) plate for placing the detoc-
tors. The USP assembly on the Ko4mon-936 on two side t, from on top
and below waa bounded by packets of nuutron detectors #1 and #2.
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Figure 7. certain sections of nuclear reactions
In the field of thermal enerrion of
neutrons uuod in the detect toro.
Packet #1 was turned toward the outside and had a thinner protective 91
coverinr for cosmic radiation than did packet R2. In packet #1 thero
where 3 BI-209 and 4 AS radiators and also 9 6 LIF TLD. Also back-
ground samples of mica and the plate of cellulose nit. ,to were used.
In packet #2 there were 2 U-209 4 2 Ta-182, 3 Th- 232 and 3 U-238
radiator detectors and 12 TLD 6LiF and -7LIF. The DI-209 radiators
had dimenolono 1.27 X 1.27 ad. The Ta-181 and 6 LIF radiators had
dimensions of 1.8 cm in the diameter and the Th-230 and V-P38 -- 1.27
em in the diameter. The G LIF material was placed on a sublayer and
therefore only one colluiooe nitrate detector was used for the active
side of the shoot. The other shoots were not required in the sublayer
and the mloa dotontorz wore placed on both Moo.
More assembly, the smal! scales wore olonned off the mica MH
In OrOOP tO OrO& P an und=100d Oirf"ve and then th oy were etched fol,16 hours In a 505 solution of hydrofluoric acid at room temperature.
With such processing, the relict tracks of fraFmonts of division on
the surface of tho mioa were etched to significant dImensiono. After
pr000szinr the disks again they wore etched for 50 minutes under the
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oamo.
 C-ndI t.ions. The tracks recorded during flight of the Kosmos-936
wereotched to such a (11monslon that, with ,I magnification of 350 time-, O
they could be distingul,shed from relicts by their much :smaller dimen-
sions. The exposed h urfacco of the micadisks were examined as a
whole to dotect flight tracks. For each detector, the density of
tracks wtias caloulatod and for the set of measurements of each typo of
detector the standard deviation was found. In certain measurements 	 /92
a correction was introduced for background tracks not caused by fresh _..^
products of division, by calculating the tracks on the surface of the
mica which was not in contact with the fissioned foils during flight.
Moreover, it was necessary to take into account the background from
the U-233/mica detectors caused by spontaneous division of the U-238
nuclei. After dismantling the packet No. 2 it was again assembled
with fresh sheets of mica. Aftor 92 and 78 days the detectors were re-
moved and etched for determining the contribution of spontaneous
divisions in the entire density of the tracks. The rate of accumu-
lation of tracks found amounted to 1. 710 t 0.85 tracks/cm 2• days. Cel-
lulose nitrate used for the detectors was Kodak-Pattie Ca-80- 15. During
preparation for calculation the samples were cleaned with water at room
temperature and then etched for l hr 40 min in a 6.25 N solution of
NaO11 at 40°C. The tracks of He-4 particles with low energy (< 2.05
MeV) were viewed with a magnification of 430 times as short cylinders.
For determining density of tracks, the detectors and flight control
were checked. The TLD plates before measurement were washed with
ethyl alcohol. After this, readings were taken on the standard instru-
ment for TLD. In this instrument, the plates at a given rate were
heated to a maximum temrerature of 240°C. This caused a flare of
light due to scintillation from radiation by the dosimetric plates.
The quantity of light emitted is proportional to the absorbed dose
of radiation obtained by the dosimetric plates. Emission of light
is recorded by means of a photomultiplier and an integrating pco-
ammeter. The dosimetric plates were each calibrated with gamma radia-
tion of CS-187 from a source with known intensity. The integral out-
put of current from the instrument was converted in this way to the
equivalent of gamma irradiation.
A correction was also introduced into the TLD readings from the
#2 packet for false background during postflight assembly again. The
U-238 and Th-232 foils were radiated with gamma rays which make a
	 /93
small contribution to the power of the dose, the measured TLD in the
period of assembling the packet. After taking the readings upon com-
pletion of flight, the foils were punctured and again assembled in a
packet for measurement of this background. In the poorest case, the
contribution of this background was smaller than 8% of the total mea-
sured absorbed dose. For most of the TLD it was smaller than 3%.
Between the two packets with TLD, was the assembly with plastic detec-
tors for HZE particles and 0.32 cm of brass so that the background dose
in packet #1 was negligibly small.
1 .2. Results.
The results of counting the tracks and measurements with TLD are
presented in Tables 5, 6 and 7. Measurements are presented in Table 5
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ITY OP TRAQ1',,,l IN I'LA."TIC	 N' TRATE,
FROe! DETEX'YOR PAOKJ^,T NI
T n, i t!
	o in
1	 21'?2 + 66	 Absont
2	 2268 68)
3	 4 'J" 4 + 22
4	
-Ij 1	 22
Ra 0, k 1",
 0 11 nd	 1, G	 A b s, o n t
r. jj .4 O p s (IV	 178S + 62
0 0 8 OV	 271 +
TABLE 6
T1,I) RHADMOrS
paelcot , of	
TyPQ of Dotectors,
	
Rqulvalont Ganuna-
1) c'. t k, 0 t 0 1 Is	 Tilvadlation (inli)
#	 L Nonscreened 628 • 	 8
Scroened 569 + 12
•'7' 	 2 Nonscre ene d 11,01 3'.1 + 7
S creened 462)
Nonscreened 439 !0
sereellod /I
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Bottom 0,4	 (;;Track
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^^,ICr1NAL -
^^
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- ^ 32
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Top 202.1
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from plastic detectors made of oolluloso nitrate for tracks per cm 2 . /93
The errors involved In them area 	 deviations calculated on the
basis of statistical counts. The Taal?greadins are shown In. Table 6.
All. 	 the errors are calculated on the basis of the' 	 of read-
ings for certain plates. Table 7 shows the results of measurements
From detectors on a base of fissionable foil. flere, also standard
deviations .,iio given on tho 1,*, asis of a statistical computation. The
computation of errors fox , the U-238 measurement was many times higher
due to the hIgh background of spontaneous division. Duo to the re-
quirements of FilloCIble] it was necessary that the detector packets
should be asseml led for 87 days so that the tracks caused by spontan-
eous division aceumulatod in a significant quantity. The fluences
of neutrons were calculated on the Nasis of r.oasurements described and
tbo appropriato reactIono of tbe detectors.
Thermal Neutrons
Aocordlntir to the density of traolts measured with the 6LIF/collulose
nitrate de'tec'tors which are sbown In Table F), ono oan soc, that tile, Q. cam—
ponent of thermal neutrons was 1783 ± 6P tracks/citO which equals 801j"I
,-,f tho total density of the tracks .Inasmuch as the thickness of the
f i lms O f 6j,jF Was LI . 5 mg/CRI Z , which I S More than three times greater
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of	 t,Ia p ' nitul-ron , amounts to 3 . 64 . 10 5 thermal neutrons/01112,
They
 fluenotl
 of thermal neutrons cyan be found according to mea auve-
mentU from TLD. In Tablo 6 the equivalent dose caused by neutrons
with energy 1.5 V showod the difference between readings of screened
and nonscreene-ad TLD 6 LiF. It is apparent that they are equal., respoc-
tively, to 59 ± 20 and 23 ± 1 3
 of e qual.ivents per packets #1 and #2.
Large' errors are due to calculation of larger numbers. In measurements
with TLD, absorbed doses froth charged particles are dominant. It is
Impossible to consider that theses
 two figure s differed widely and
therefore an averaged value was used of 41 MR equivalent. The coef-
ficlont of transition from the fluence of thermal neutrons to gamma
irradiation was reported earlier for the 6LiF plates [17]. It was
found that 10 101 H12 thermal neutrons give a thermolumi,nescent output
equivalent to 900 R of ieamma radiation of Cs--137. The fluences of
thermal neutrons were calculated using this coefficient. A value of
1I.56 • 10 5 /cm 2 of thermal neutrons was found. This was 255 j' higher than
they
 value found from 6 LiF/cellulose" nitrates by the plast i c detectors.
Probably the reason is covered in measurement error of this component /99
with the TLD. The values and higher cutoff of energy from 1. 5 eV to
0.3 eV can occur.
Errors involving these two methods are due to the stati.sti.cal,
spread of readings from the TLD instrument, absolute calibration, the
transition coefficients for neutrons, unknown shape of the spectrum
and the degree of i.sot;ropi.ci.ty of the neutrons
	 It is doubtful that
tho low energy neutrons are well thermolyzed. During ruggedization
of the spectrum, the fluences of thermal neutronsincrease. If the
neutrons are not isotropic, effectiveness can bey
 significantly varied.
It is difficult to evaluate subsequent nondeuterminancy but 'O e method
of obtaining the neutrons, reactions of division in the spacecraft
and in Earth's atmosphere must not relate to sharp deviations from
41r to 2t in geometry. Skillful evaluation of error gives t 201 for
plastic G UF/cellulose n1trato detectors and -')O to +100°S for TLD.
Resonance nout.rons. Resonance neutrons (0.3 eV-1 MeV) were: mea-
sured by these detectors as were the thermal. The section of reaction
6Li(nT)He-4 [?] is decreased with an increase in energy and therefore
the contribution  cif neutrons with energies greater than 1 MeV is small.
That is, measurements from detectors screened from thermal neutrons
are caused mainly be resonance neutrons. The reactions of detectors
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of densi,ty of tracks it is necessary to
o	 ri g ^	 I a^ o, to tho ::)hate of the noU 4- ron spectrum, A "soft"L
spoctri,m., rJvns, a smaller value of fluence than a "rigid" spectrum. The
spectrum proport-I'Lonal to 1/En can give a thourhtful estimate in this /100
fiold Inasmuch as this approximately corresponds to -the shape of the
proposed spectrum for noutrons with average. energic ,, . One -,hould tako
into account also an increase in energy in runs of particles of He-4
which forms during reaction of 6 Li(nT,)Fe- 1  in this range of Its energy.
This results In an Increase In effectiveness of the detector in cal-
culating the reaction. In the case of thermal. neutrons, the He-4
particles carry 2.05 MeV. With enorgy of the neutrons 1 MeV they
carry 2.48 MeV. This approximately amounts to an increase in the run
of particles by 225 in the LiF radiator and an increase in effective-
neos of the count of tracks by approximately 30% . A corrected coef-
ficient (I X 0.3 X 10- 6 ER)- I was used for the e ffectiveness of plas-tie 6TIL1+/callulose nitrate detectors and (I + 0.21 X E- 6 )- 1 for cal-
culation, of effectiveness of TLD.
For the 6LiF/cellulose nitrate detectors, the reaction in the
function from energy of neutrons has the form:
where
Rh -- is the reaction of tbermoneutrons and OEn and GTh -- the see-Jons of interaction of neutrons with 6 U. For simplification of
calculations, the section of reaction 6 Li(nm)11e-4 was approximated
by the expression
47 /2
then the relationship becomes
Y X/b but
Fh,
the reaction of the detectors to resonance neutrons becomes
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P()r findin;', reactions of detectors in the
ooll aillrt of nout;rons, a numerical integration was madeSIm",'I,; 4r `,iz t,h'lt. cic^.: ovi.bed above. For neutrons with energies between
1.. 5 Ev and lPy
 oV, a calibration coefficient was found oqual to 5.8.108
neutrons/cm' -- the R oqu valent. In Table 6, the difference between
the screened TLD 7IAE and the screened TLD 6UP is the equivalent of
a dose caused by these neutrons. In packet ,#2 thi s equals 44 ± 10 mR
equivalents. This gives a fluence of 2.5 . 10 7
 neutron/layer. This
value exceeds that measured by the plastic detectors made of cellulose
nitrate by 26 times. Measurements with the TLD must be considered
the main source of error in spite of the better agreement o.f measure-
ments of the separate plates as is apparent from the low statistical
fluctuations. When comparing measurements from the TLD it is appar-
ont that tine difference between the nonscreenod 6UP and 7 LiP detec-
tors is 47 ± 17 mR equivalents. This must be the measurement of full
fluence of neutrons according to the 6 L:i(n,T)He-4 rea.etiorl, however,
it is almost the same as the measurement for the resonance neutrons.
One can suspect that here there is a system error. Different types
of TLD plates were placed in a not precisely uniform geometry in re
-
lation to the total dosimetric assembly. The differences between mea-
surements in packets #1 and #2, and also a certain increase in the
	
/102
TLD readings in the front section of packet #2 indicate that consider-
able attenuation of fluenees of incident charged particles occurs in the
dosimetric assembly itself. One can assume that varying attenuation
tested by different types of TLD creates a fluctuation which is al-
most the same size as the small difference corresponding to interaction
of resonance neutrons.
Errors inmeasurement with the plastic 6 LiF/cellulose nitrate
dosimeters are considerably smaller. Most of the error is due to as-
sumptions as to the shape of the spectrum of neutrons and the statis
-
tical spread in the counts of the tracks. The error limits in these
measurements are estimated from -305 to +50%.
High enemy neutrons. The .fluences of high energy neutrons were
determined by measurements with detectors from fissionable foils in
combination with mica. The appropriate cross sections for Ta-181,
Di-209, Th-232 and V-'238 are presented In drawings 8 and 9
	 In the
former, the crass sections are given for reactions of the neutrons
and protons with Th-232 and U-238 with energies less than 110 MeV. For
Th-232, the section of reaction with both types of particles was com-
pared with energies higher than 32 MeV but:for U-238, the section of
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Figure 8. Cross section of the reactions (n,f)
and (p, f) for Th-232 and U-238 In a
M eld of energy of neutrons less than
40 MeV.
neutrons is considerably higher. The cross section for protons with /102
energies between 10 and 10 MeV is presented in Table 9 for four ra-
diator isotopes. On both drawings, the cross sections are taken
from published data [11 ,  12 ,  20, 21 ., 221. Certain Saps in the data
are filled by interpolation. Cross sections for protons and neutrons
are similar with an increase in energy of nucleons at least in that
the effective charge of the proton becomes relatively less significant.
Somewhere higher than 100 MeV, the curves of the cross sections become
approximately uniform. For Bi-209 and Ta-181, the cross sections of
reaction (n. f) and (p, f) are assumed to be identical.
The sensitivittly of thick fissionable foils in measurement is 	 /105
equal to 1.16-10- 5 tracks/neutron-barn [143. Therefore, sensitivity
to the spectrum or nucleons depends on the effective cross section of the
detector foil the si)(ictrum which Is given by the expression.
160
	
1110
	
'TO
^. N ^ 
rJ where
a(E) -- the spectrum dependent on the energy of the
is the normalized spectrum of nucleons. The precise
spectra of protons and neutrons on the Kosmos-936 is
section N(E) --
shape of the
unknown. However,
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Figure 9. Cross section of reactions (p, f) for
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the proton spectra were measured in another orbital flight 1juing nu- /105
clear emulsions. A typical. example can be measurements on the Bio-
satellite IlIdescribed In the references [8]. A numerical differen-
tial. spectrum of neutrons was used as the representative spectrum of
neutrons; it was created in an atmosphere of cosmic radiation 1131.
The spectra for a number of atmospheric pressures were calculated
at an altitude from 0 to 700 g/cm-. A case of 0 g1cm 2- which gives the
most rigid spectrum was used. This calculation must give the best ap-
proximation for conditions on board the spac^oraft- The methods of
forming; the neutrons are the same In both cases. The relative spectra
of protons and neutrons are constructed in Figure 10.
For detorminl.nr,
 the effoctiveness of detectors with Bi-209, Th-232,
U-238, foi l the spectra of neutrons presented above with onergies greaterthan 
I MeV, a num(^rlcal integration was made. For the detootoro with
Ta-181 this wa rn not dono. The density of tracks on those detectors
was a. a bnokp-,round lov(,l oil about 0.5 tracks/cm 2 . The cross oection
of Ta-181 oan be represented as being, approximately constant equal to
30 min wl h onorglcis exceeding the threshold or 'activatlion of the
nuoleon 1 1.000 MeV. Therefore, the sensitivity of the detector e uals,
3.5 . 10 -7 tracks/nucleon. The backgroue-d was equivalent to 1,5-IN
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nucleon
'-- O-m- z	 with energy rro^,)tor than 1 OeV. On the Kosmos-936,, the flu-
ences In thi energy f i old were considerab ly lower.
/1,07
Caloulation of the effc,ctiveners for the proton spectrum was also
made for the three mos t sensitive detectors. The offective threshold
w,,io placed at I-r MoV, 
for detectors with Th-232 and U- 38, and the sp(, c-
trum of ivotoiis, below this onerr, 	 he results of calcula-y was out off. T
tions, a!, (, pvoownted 'Ail Tablo 8. An attempt was made to determine the
fl	 tsuonce of protons and neutrons primarily 
by 
calculating. density of
I'vack's expeoit"d 1"'Itli dlffoi^ent vcrcentac-,es of their total number ex-
plainod by lioutron.", %nd t1ion by comparinf-, the numerical values with
o l athe oxper-Imnl don 	 of the track,15 for obtaining ap-the "best"
proxlmat:lon. The re.suIts are presented in Table o. The number of
detectors was much smaller and the error much larger so that this ap-
pro,-I oli ji,, js useful. Vit,
 errors corresponding to the experimental values
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TABLE 9	 /109
CALCULATION OF DENSITIES OF TRACKS IN FISSIONABLE FOILS FOR DIFFERENT
CONTRIBUTIONS (°') TRACKS CATJSrM BY NEUTRONS
Experi-
Detector	 0% 1 0 	 052 M'30%	 1105 a0" 100" mental
Results
Bi-209	 bob 8. 6.0	 7.7 7. o 6.2 U,
Th-232 58.6	 5 3 .8 o	 60.5 6.1 .2 61t. 5 64.,,'L
U— 38
	 87.11	 92.0 ;'u.7	 i0i.3 105.6 Ho. 5 1v1 3 . r/ W/ ,: lfa*j,
involved	 statistical computation. Also large errors exist caused /107
by assumptions made for calculating effectiveness, The best approxi-
mation is obtained in a case where the composition of nucleons is close
to 100," of the protons but this is only an idea.
For clever calculation of the fluence or neutrons It was necessary
to determine the relative content of protons and neutrons in them by
some different method, There are reports [6j on certain measurements
of fluence of protons and neutrons on the Skylab. These measurements
were made simultaneously by an activation method during orbital flight
in conditions similar to that on Kosmos-93 r), Flows were mea5urcd with
two and three protons/cm 2 s with energy 30-100 MeV and 0.90 protons/cm2s
witty
	 3-15 Ne'V. With the shape of the spectra assumed for nu-
cleons in this calculation, these values are converted in the 'lux to
'[.8t) pjoj;C),-j:,/CM2!- with energy Greater than V[ MeV and 3.94 neutron.,:,/
om, 2 s with onergies, rveater than 1 MeV. Starting from this relation-
ship of nuuleono, It was found that a 24j' weighed denzity of tracks
was due to neutrons . This gives us a fluence of neutrons with energy
Sreater than I MeV on Kosmos-936 equal to 2.1-10 6 neutrons/cm 2 . The /110
correo ,l ond,ins . fluence of protons W-1 th energy greater than 17 Me"i
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in the form of a function of LET., of protons, can be compared with
	 /110
representatives of the spectrum of protons during orbital flight or
an evaluation of the total thermoluminoscont effectiveness. The
curves of dose and flux obtained by Shaefor and Sullivan [181 and
represented in Figure 1" can be used for thin purpose. Otte can see
that, about	 of the' total dose fr^-,)m this speotvulli is due to protons
with LET > 10 keV/m when a noticeable loss in sensitivity occurs.
With maximum LET for proton(.',, 89 keV/m, the sensitivity (11 1OPS to almost
0.5. The full d000 for tbif", spectrum must be lnerea red by approximately
75. Assumint, that cm ,". or the dose measured by 700 TLD plate'_s 
is due.
to protons ^ the correction is 65. The errors in measurement in ab-
sorbed dose is due to statistical computation shown in Table 5, the
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absolute calibrated plate is about 55 and error in determining; effec- /110
tiveness of measurement in particles of an unknown spectrum is less
than 351 . The values of the equivalent irradiation were converted to
a tissue dose by multiplying by the coefficient 0,957. In packet #2,
the absorbed dose amounted to 112 11 mrad ± 9%. Although in packet #1
there was no TLD with 7LIF, one can select a number by interpolation
amonr, the screened 6LiF detectors. The absorbed dose in packet #1.,	 1_11_3in this way, amounted to 523 mrad ± 11%. The increase in absorbed
doze by 195 in comparison with packet #2 illustrates IV-he effective-
ness of sereeenInS of the American dosimetria assembly.
Discussion
The fluence of neutrons in the field of thermal enorSies was
equal to ,.01-10 5 nouf.ronr,/P.m 2 (0.228 noutrons/cm 2 s) for 18-5 days
of flit, 4ht of the Koor-03-936. The error of thio value is estimatud
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No to eharjod parts iolt ea, pl"o abs-Pbod Ono o O ramma radiation wart
aloo ovaluated. It varied from hPA t o 023 m-10 for two Positions wit'
diffpronve in thlokneov of protontion In all of oeveral IM 2 . The
orroro involved in these n"mboro aro about 100.
vowtoring of the proton component on tho Kosmoa-936 wao done
usin, nuclear emulniono of tho Ilford 0.5 and W types. At first
It was intondod to moaaure the LET spectrum of protons in an onorgy
range, f.,,,pm 0 to approximately 100 AV, The method used an was pointed
out by Schaefer and Sullivan [19j required using em"Wons with varying
sensitivity. For thio purpose, the abovolisted typoo of emulotons
were oollootod in a packet (dimenotons f tho emulsion 3.8 X 5.1 cm)
and olaced on all ourfacno of the American P55 ocotion and they 	 /1111
505 plastic foam cube. The emulainno in plaWas are a necessary
component In a paooivo monitorinq a000mbly. At the same Me as pro-
tons with normal conditions, the etching; of the Mating plastic de-
toot oro are not recovded by them	 the nuclear omnloions are a well
recommended method with high sensitivity and rosolution capability
for work with vinrle-charge particles.
6.1. Material, and Method.
Vor recording protons, the G.5 emulsion was selected 25 PM and
50 pm think and the K.2 emulsion 100 Pm thick. The latter are sensi-
tive to protons with an enerCy of approximately 80 MeV and the former
record all charged particles with any energy. Each emulsion is In
stalled on a nublayer made of Melinax with a thickness of 178 Pm.
Usually, before assembly of the emulsions, they are stored In a re-
frigerator. At the time of assembly they are placed according to
type In thickness and are sealed with hot welding in an opaque black
polyethylene packet 0.015 cm MO. All this work is done In a dark-
room. Each ouch small packet besides several sheeto of plastic is
also sealed in a single black bag and placed together comprise a
single "orthogonal" dotector. The W Amorican orthogonal detector*
aad I e 6 Soviet were collected together usinS [illegible] telephone
tape attached to the joint cube and to the 255 American section,
After = obtaWng the uxpooed material, the orthogonal detectors
wore separat od from W surface or the cube. Thoy were tested on the
appropriate a000mblleo roquired after which the small packets with
tho Omuls ion o woro removed and placed again in the refrigerator. Ili
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a dark room ., 4..he ^-mvilslons were removed and the packets were placed
acoordinr!, to number on the orthogonal detector (from lr--US tro p 12F--US
and from. 7F-S to 4',PV-S); on each emulsion ,  a disk 3-4 mm in diameter 1115
was scratched and in each disk the thickness of each emulsion was
measured. Then, each emulsion was separately mounted on a Luoite
plate with dimenojons 4,5 X 7. 6 CM2 usinLe, acra -1-1 -2 dichloroothane
clue (this wa- done fox, convenience in rotating;the emulsion during
Processing). Along with the flight emulsions, two reserve packets
were also prepared by the same method (IB-TJS and 2 B-US) for proces-
sing.
All of the emulsions of the G.5 type with thickness 25 and 50 Pm
were processed in a D-19 developer without preliminary wetting (they
were immediately transferred to the heat stage) and the K.2 type
emulsion with thickness 100 Pm were developed in amidol with prelim-
inary wetting In the heating stage. After processing, the emulsions
were carefully removed from the Lucite plates and the melinex sub-
layer was washed. Then the thickness of each emulsion was measured
and two regulation apertures were drilled in each emulsion; then they
were packed in light-proof boxes. Then inspection was begun of
samples of the K.2 emulsion from the 7 F-US and 11 F-US assemblies
in the presence of the ends of the proton tracks. Inasmuch as the
K.2 emulsion w•as less sensitive than the G.5, with the same exposure
on them there was considerably lower density of grain apparent and
therefore the ends of the proton tracks could easily be detected.
However, in view of the long duration of exposure ( 18.5 days) a very
serious problem was the excessive density of tracks so that one had
to use an immersion lens with a 100 - fold magnification and a 10-fold
magnification eyepiece just to scan the ends of the proton tracks.
The criteria for selecting the ends of the tracks were the following:
the track must intersect one of the surfaces of the emulsion (that is,
it must as a whole be within the volume of the emulsion as can occur
in a case of protons of emission formed); the track cannot be taken at
the beginning of a star (which would exclude these two pogsibilities
that each end of the track is noted on the opposite site in order to
be sure that it intersects the surface and does not pass throkigh from /1!6
a star); in the consideration one must include tracks of all Immerzion
angles.
As was pointed out above, the extreme density of tracks requireO
recording with high magnification and moreover. only 25% of the fief "
of vtsion could be scanned at one time so that one did not lose the
ends,
 of the proton tracks. One hardly need say that in the most sei.
tive G.5 emulsion it was practically impossible to count the grains
the tracks even with 1000-fold magnification. This prevented evalua..
Ing the LET spectrum of protons with energies higher than approximate:.
10 MeV (10 MeV ap,iroximately corresponds to a value of the LET at whiol
in the G.5 emulsi-,ns it is impossible to count tYe number of grains in
a track, that is, tho density of grains is so high that the tracks ap-
pear to be continuoue) -
6.2. Results.
A count of the ends of the tracks from the K.2 emulsions was done
in 7F-I'S and 11V-US orthogonal packets. In the volume of emulsions
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oxaminoo, a correction was maor precipitation and a recount WAS
made Vor Wo equivalent volume
d  for
tinsuo using the avoraro ratio of
retarding eapabillty equal to 2 (in an interval from  to 10 MoV the
ratio of rotardInr capabIlIt Ao s of UOSUO to bho prot X01 n varies from
Id to PM. Using the well known values of LET and KQ (coofflolont
of quality) In the Us= ao a function of onorgy protons, W absOPP-
t1on doses and oqulvalont doses were found. All 
of 
those data aro
oummarined In Table 10.
TABLE 10	 /117
orthogonal	 Tot,.,, l Number of Count- Volumotric D000
Detectors	 ed Ends of Tracks	 DonnIty	 SWUM) Doso
KKK Lo , ,,	 01111 rem)
gym7-tl;sii(?
7	 Ll	 J + 9.6	 (2.56tO.27).%100 44.2	 0.5 130.2
II F - US	 $9 4- 6.2	 49.6 + 0.8 105.9 M, S.
6.3. DIscussion.	 /116
The purpose of this sootIon of the experiment was to evaluate tho
contribution of protons to radiation during fliCht of the Kosmos-936.
For an evaluation of irradiation by protons In the interval of energy
from approximately 10 MeV to approximately 100 MeV we used they 0.5	 /118
emulsions and a count method for Qe number of grains dopendIng on the
LET. This function can be obtained from the calibrated curve of the
relationship of the number of grains to the residual run In a given
emulsion for the long end of the tracks and the tabulated date of the
relationship of the LET to the residual run of protons In the G.5
emulsion [10]. A the field from 0 to approximately 10 MeV In the
tracks of protons in the G-5 emulsion It was very difficult, if not
Impossible, to count the number of grains. Inasmuch as the K.2 omol-
s•ons easily record the ends of the proton tracks and thanks to their
lower sensitivity in comparison with G-5 emulsions, they with uniform
Irradiation form less apparent grains whose differentiation and count
of the track oNs is much easier, Measuvomonts with the K.2 (0-10 MW
and with the al (10-100 MeV) components, with addition give the full
spectrum of protons from 0 to 100 MeV.
Even preflight it was well known that in the GO emulsions the
tracks with m1nimum, donotty of grains (go = 19 qralns/100 Mm or Om"l-
slon) and moro probably tracks with 2 go and 3 g cannot be different
duo to the ex=vivo donsity of tracks expected A this long-termflight (3 go corresponds, approximately, to 100 MeV protons). However.,
the ivvadlation was such that it was practically impossible to count
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111t, In	 the	 0. 1 ) emulsions with a thicknoso of 25 or qO pm and
It wav WTY AIPPIOUIL and ti mo c onsuming to detormi	 theyhnumber of
track endn In tho K.2 emulujono. `car this roanon, results are obtained
only for protons with energion from 0 to 10 MoV.
Additl cants l RelloyUs.
Additional roporto on the W06 onpopiment will be presonted later.
They will be based on studies being made at the present time. 0ortain
Molds of the work being done are described below.
The rooulto 
of 
gamma soannIn, on the Vostok type WHIM, an
the loo moo-936, which give a diotvibution of protection of spacecraft
In volation Wo the	 icontainer,	r t	 X- 20for, 	6 experiment are 0000sarny /Lifor analysis of the effect of protection on the fluonce of HZE par
-
ticlos. The results of gamma scanning were not obtained,
A comparlson of the Soviet and American experiments which was
the main task of the R-206 will be made later after an exchange of
reports.
Studies of the effectiveness, sonsitivLty and reactions of plas-
tic detectors with accelerate ions of ad I 	 known energy and charge ob-
tained on tbo BevalaR in Berkeley are being made. The results of
those studies; will be urod for improving existing calibrated relation-
ships for plastic detectors and treating of results obtained in the
W06 experiment.
In ordor to considerably Improve precision in determining Z and
expand the spectrum up to Z = 26 the Lexan part of the assembly will
soon 
be 
measured. The results obtained from the Lexan will be tied
to the results Prom the layers Of cellulose nitrate.
Other improvements In the Z spectrum proposed for the future will
be measurement of large values of etched tracks of particles. This
assembly was measured with a resolution of 7 pm. It is completely
possible to obtain a 5 times larger resolution without a corresponding
increase In measurement time. This will be done by scanning with low
magnification and measurement with large.
An analysis of data on measurement of neutrons is being done right
now. Calibration of thermal neutrons being made at the present time
makes it possible to directly calibrate the detectors which were on
the Kosmos-936. This will be better than that based on bibliographical
data which can be less precise. Also, the coefficient of selfscreening
will be measured. Such studies are being done to clarify the question
as to whether approYmatlons used when calculating fluences of high
energy noutrons can lit'' improved.
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A­ 	rr,oulI• of	 mado: on K-20 6 experiment the following
can br.,	 Out:
1	
to	 II	 a I I IF	 V I
4porimen,
	
,(i V,
the LET spectrum moaonrorl by
ne,,u-iired by the Soviet and American
J.o1r i t, l do In limits of error for the ex-
.,e r, woro obtained and calculation on
the, "Ioviet nuclear emulsions.
P	 The.	 o1r ab,,,orbod doses or protons with energy less
than *111 :,ICI ITI e a
I	
by the evict and American specialists using
omuloin.ran practIolally coincide. The equivalent doses vary by 1.65
time-	 I,'due to the higher value of the quality factor obtained
for the spectrum of protons in the Soviet emulsions (QF = 4.9 in the
Soviet DIFE and 2.95 in the American NFE). The causes for this dis-
parity must be clarified in subsequent experiments.
3. In the K-206 experiment, close values of fluences were ob-
tained for heavy charged particles measured by the Soviet and American
plastic detectors. The cause of divergence in fluences of heavy nu-
clei was successfully understood in the experiment on the Kosmos-782
AES. The basis for this difference was the different thresholas of
recording of the Soviet and American detectors, an,' the difference in
positioning. Moreover, as a result of calibrations ,  the threshold of
recording XNTs was made more precise for large charges. Earlier, in
calibration for low energy ions at Dubna, the threshold of recording
particles with LET 100 amounted to 196 KeV . According to the resultsPM
of calibration at Berkeley with high energies, this threshold amounted
to 230 Kev of the charge spectrum.Jim
4. In the K-206 experiment, close values of fluences of neutrons
were obtained with energies greater than 1 MeV. Measurements were made
by specialists in the USSR and USA using fissionable foils. Later on
interest was expressed in obtaining data on spectra of neutrons.
5. Estimated measurements made in the K-206 experiment using 	 /123
the TLS for doses outside the satellite indicated that the size of
the dose for flight reaches 20 cads whereas radiation is fairly soft
and the dose drops sharply with thickness. There is further interest
in a more careful study of the composition of radiation outside the
sol-ellite and also the principle of attenuation of this radiation in
the r,,,)tectiv(-, shield.
6. A calibrated curve of the relationship of LET to the potential
of development of the emulsion was obtained for the first time in a
broad range of LET values.
7. The first experiments were made in studying fragmentation
of iron nuclei', in an emulsion. For this purpose at Berkeley the
emulsion chambers were irradiated with ions of iron. At the present
time, the results are being processed.
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g. 
' f i t	 !I wi n d l000v(Ted that the shape of
;I e o trn Abh%: rv- I	 it	 I s1wotrometor and nuclear emulo long
Offor fr"in eaoh	 To Oon ,y t­ Ow oause for this dioparity,
	
It 1 .-,	 1	 ^,;round experiments on beams of
fq l qr^'i r%K10100 a"Iln !to	 and th o W au do te ctoru.
n  wny la , ony nyymou has waae It possible to obtain
now WormaWon on
	 of conmic radlation in the bia-
ont o !!Vo orbit, to oarroohly anderotand the results of the preceding
	
( 1 ! , '7' ol-J, oil 11" ,	 Moroovor, th i s experlmont from be-
: !Wi • lo otul iml pinnnud ani oonducted ao o joint Soviet-American
oxyonimow, The 1k-P06 experlment also posed now questions which muot
to sc liod In ounvoodInr Moviot-American oxporiments on the radiation
proc-^ 4 1 o w o f tho K-309 on the 1979 blosatellito. In the design 
of 
the
K-309 Pxporimont, conclusions of tho study on the Kosmos-782 and 936
AEN are considered and particular attention will bo devoted to the
following:
-- study of the characteristics of cosmic radiation outside a
satellite and also the principle of attenuation of this radiation
in the protective shield;
	
-- study of the neutron component (opectra, huxes);
	
/124
-- study cif the characteristics of radiation in high LET-nuclous
outputs;
-- expansion of the IAT range of recorded particles. Vor this
purpose it was proposed that one use new types of plastic detectors
of the OR type which make it possible to record low energy protons;
-- conduct of ground calibrations of detectors on the USSR and
USA accelerators;
-- a further study of fragmentation of heavy nuclei as the pro-
tective sub9tance.
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